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v0.4.0 

Added Table of Contents 

Added Headers and Navigation tabs (only usable in .doc version) 

Added weapon color section 

Added sample encounter 

 

Welcome to the world of LEGION, where you can take on the role of an adventurer in an exciting and 

magical world.  You can be a sellsword for hire, a dark and shadowy assassin, a bookish wizard, or a 

paladin of the cause of good.  For one weekend, you can swap lives and live out your fantasy.  Your 

imagination is the only limit to what you can be. 
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Important Rules 

There are many rules in this lengthy book.  The most important rules, however, are listed in this area 

and were created to keep your body and your possessions safe.  Breaking these rules may result in 

expulsion of LEGION. 

 

Hold 

One of the most important rules to remember is the “Hold” rule.  Whenever you hear the word “hold”, 

safely stop whatever you are doing.  A hold should only be called if there is a real need, typically for 

safety reasons.  Do not call a hold to make a rules call or to question someone about a spell or ability, 

unless that rule would significantly affect all players involved in the current situation. 

 

Contact 

Do not physically touch someone without their expressed consent during contact.  Weapons and spell 

packets are the only contact that should be made.  Certain parts of the body are not allowed to be hit by 

weapons, such as the head and groin area.  Since you have less control over thrown packets, these are 

allowed, however, do not aim for these areas. 

 

Stealing Items 

If you wish to sneak into a sleeping area (such as a tent or cabin), you must have a marshal present.  We 

know that no one at LEGION would purposefully steal from another person.  This rule is in place to 

make sure that out of game (personal property of other players) items are not accidentally stolen when 

you are attempting to steal in game (game property of characters) items. 

 

Headbands 

You are allowed to wear pretty much any type of costuming you like, but there are a few reserved 

colors for headbands.  Please do not have the following color headbands as part of your attire.  The 

reserved colors and their descriptions are listed below. 

 

White: Designated for people who are “out of play” 

Orange: Designated for people who are either injured or have medical complications.  These players 

are not allowed in combat.  They may role-play only.  Please do not attack these players with spell 

packets or swords, as they are unable to enter combat.  If you wish to kill or attack these players, 

simply walk up to them and perform a killing strike.  They may not resist. 

Purple: Designated for the game owners and general managers.  If you have any questions, never 

hesitate to ask these people anything regarding LEGION.  When you first check in, look for these 

people. 

 

 

A Brief Confrontation 
 

Feeling a bit adventurous, Haehoth decides to set out and see what mischief he can get into. Shortly 

after leaving down, he is ambushed by two goblins!  Armed with his trusty spear and a few spells in 

memory, he decides this is a fight he can win.  He decides that if he does get his, his hardened leather 

armor will be able to deflect some of the blows.  Each of the goblins are carrying shortswords.   
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Haehoth decides that the odds are not in his favor, so he attempts to immobilize one.  He pulls out a 

spell packet, says “I trap your feet to the ground – TRAP!”  He then throws the packet at one of the 

goblins and hits!  The goblin suddenly realizes he can’t move screams out in fury.  Haehoth then 

focuses on the other goblin as he takes a strike from his sword.  “3 normal” says the goblin.  Haehoth 

is wearing 2 points of armor toughness, so he only takes 1 damage from the blow.  “4 normal” 

Haehoth says as he thrusts his spear at the goblin.  The fight continues for a few more seconds, with 

Haehoth taking 3 more blows before the goblin is finally slain.  Haehoth has taken 4 points of damage 

(out of his 6 maximum health), and is in dire need of healing.  He thanks his wits for remembering his 

armor, as without it, he would have taken 12 points of damage and would be unconscious by now. 

 

He wanders over to the trapped goblin, and using his superior reach, manages to poke him from a 

distance without taking any more injuries.  He then searches their bodies and find a couple of iron 

pieces.  He pockets them, decides he has had enough adventuring for today, and heads back into town. 

 

 

Character Creation 
 

You, the player, are about to set out on an unforgettable adventure.  You will portray a character for the 

duration of the event.  Your character will have various skills.  These skills are either passive (always 

active), usable once a day, or usable at will (as often as you'd like).  In order to gain more skills, you 

must gain experience.  Experience is gained by attending events.  But let's not get ahead of ourselves... 

 

In order to get started, you need to create a character.  You don't have to plan out everything your 

character will ever learn, but you should have some idea of what you want him to excel at.  Does he 

prefer to fight, sneak in the shadows, or cast spells from afar?  What type of weapon does he prefer - a 

dagger, a greataxe, or perhaps a bow? 

 

The first thing you need to do is to pick a race.  There are many options to choose from, ranging from 

humans to faeries.  After that, choose a starting package of either fighter, rogue, or mage.  Thirdly, you 

will spend 10 build points to customize your character.  And lastly, if you've purchased any spells, 

choose those from the list. 

 

Races 

There are 9 races in LEGION.  Each of them have various racial bonuses and penalties, except humans 

who are the guideline for all races. 

 

Humans: Nothing exceptional here... move along. 

 

Elves: All elves start with one resist sleep per day.  All elves are required to wear pointy ears. 

 

Gnomes: All gnomes start with novice alchemy for free.  Gnomes are required to wear pointy hats at all 

times.  Optional - runic symbols and tattoos on exposed skin. 

 

Faeries: All faeries start with one resist charm per day.  They also begin the game with sap 1/day.  

Faeries start with -1str, and thus deal 1 less damage with all melee weapons.  All faeries are required to 
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wear wings and are always assumed to be flying, making them immune to certain spells and abilities. 

 

Race Bonus Restriction Costuming 

Human None None None 

Elves Resist Sleep 1/day None Pointy ears 

Gnomes Novice Alchemy for free None Pointy hat 

Faeries Resist Charm 1/day, Sap 1/day -1 strength (-1 damage with physical attacks) Wings 

Dwarves Wear Extra Armor for free None 6" beard 

Orc +1 damage with two-handed weapons 50% higher cost for Read Magic Tusks 

Draconic 
+5 health, Natural Toughness 1, +2 

damage elemental burst 
None See Description 

Avi Glide, Soar None Lots of Feathers 

Werecreatures Sniff poison, Access to shapechange 50% higher cost for Read and Write See Description 

 

Dwarves: Dwarves receive the Wear Extra Armor feat for free.  This does NOT count towards their 

limit of purchasing the skill.  They may still purchase the skill two extra times if they wish.  Dwarves 

are required to wear beards at least 6” in length, even females. 

 

Orc: All orcs deal an additional +1 damage with polearms, two-handed blades, and two-handed blunt 

weapons.  Orcs pay 50% more for read magic (9 build instead of 6).  If they choose a starting package 

with read magic, they must pay the 3 additional build at character creation.   Orcs are required to wear 

at least one tusk at all times (except when eating).  Optional – darker body paint in tones of brown, 

yellow, or green.  Optional – red or charcoal black hair. 

 

Draconic: All dragon-descended start with +5 health.  Additionally, they deal an extra two damage with 

their elemental blasts, but only with their native element.  Dragon-descended are a very costume heavy 

race, so think twice about playing one.  They gain a lot of benefits, but also require a lot of costuming.  

Scales must be painted on all exposed skin, tinted to the color of the dragon they are descended 

from.  Painted body stockings are a viable alternative to covering arms and legs. Popular dragon colors 

are gold, silver, black, blue, and red.  Other, more rare dragons, are possible.  Please get with the plot 

staff if you wish to play ANY type of dragon-descended creature. 

 

Avi: All avi start with the ability to “glide” at will for plot purposes.  For combat purposes, they may 

“soar” once per day, for 10 seconds.  Avi are required to have feather plumage in their hair and around 

wrists and ankles.  The more feathers covering your body, the better.  Optional – anything to make you 

look more birdlike.  Everyone should know you are an Avi from first glance, not just someone wearing 

a feather or two in their hair.  

 

Soar: The soar gives you the ability to fly for 10 seconds.  This requires a 3 second takeoff and 3 

second landing.  The takeoff is done by saying “soaring 1, soaring 2, soaring 3” and then putting your 

arms on your head.  You are susceptible to all attacks and spells during this takeoff period.  You may 

then walk or run for 10 seconds.   During this flying period, you may not be harmed by melee weapons, 

thrown weapons, or spells.  You may only be harmed with arrows.  You then must say “landing 1, 

landing 2, landing 3”.  You may also not be harmed during this landing time until you finish saying “3”.  

Players can still see you while you are taking off, flying, and landing, and may choose to follow you on 

foot while you are flying. 
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Werecreatures: A hybrid animal/beast.  The type of beast is up to the player, as long as it is a four 

legged mammal. All werecreatures can detect poison by sniffing the substance for 3 seconds.  This is 

similar to the detect poison ability by some rogues, however, it takes only 3 seconds instead of 10, and 

does not allow them to determine which poison, just that there is a poison present.  Werecreatures pay 

50% more for read and write (5 build instead of 3).  If they choose a starting package with read and 

write, they must pay the 2 additional build at character creation.  They also have access to various 

shapechanging abilties.  It is up to the player to determine appropriate costuming for their type of 

werecreature, as different types of werecreatures will require different costuming.  Typically, face paint 

or fur will be required, along with painting or fur on most/all exposed skin.  Painted body stockings are 

a viable alternative to covering arms and legs. 

 

 

Starting Packages 

Fighter: Begin the game with 5 health. 

 Knight Option 1) Proficiency in all one-handed weapons. Shield skill for free. 

 Dervish Option 2) Proficiency in all one-handed weapons. Dual Wield skill for free.  

 Warrior Option 3) Proficiency in all two-handed weapons. 

 

Rogue: Proficient with dagger and sap 1/day. Begin the game with 3 health. 

 Engineer Option 1) Read/Write, Disable Device, brew alchemy 1 

 Bounty Hunter Option 2) Read/Write, sap at will 

 Ninja Option 3) Light Weapons and +1 backstab 

 

Mage: Proficient with dagger and staff.  Read & Write skill for free.  Starts the game knowing one level 

1 spell.  Begins the game with 2 health. 

Choose one of the following 2 options: 

 Arcanist Option 1) Read Magic for free.  

 Diviner Option 2) Diagnose and First Aid for free. 

 

Or create your own starting package with 15 build! 

 

 

Health and Dying 
 

All characters start between 2 and 5 maximum health, and gain additional health depending on how 

their build is spent.  For every 3 build spent in fighter or feral abilities, a character gains 1 health.  For 

every 6 build spent in rogue or general abilities, a character gains one health.  For every 9 build spent 

in mage abilities, a character gains one health.  Your starting package abilities, along with any 

additional skills bought, are used your maximum health. 

 

You start every event at your maximum health.  As long as you have at least 1 health, you suffer no ill 

consequences.  If you fall to 0 health, you are unconscious.  If no outside sources affect you, in 10 

minutes you awaken at 1 health.  If you fall below 0 health, you are considered to be at critical status.  

You have 1 minute to receive healing or First Aid.  If you do not receive this care, you are then at dead 

status.  At this point, only higher level divine magic can bring you back to life.   
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After you have been dead 5 minutes, your body dissipates into nothingness and you lose a life.  You 

must drop all of your possessions onto the ground, including your weapons and any items or gold you 

are carrying.  You must then tie a white headband around your head to notify others that you are not in 

play, and proceed to logistics (add in how you can put hand on head).  Logistics will take a life off of 

your character sheet and notify you where to resurrect. 

 

When you resurrect, you will have no possessions, but will be at full life.  If you are a caster, your spell 

list is unchanged; you still have your same spells as the moment you died.  Any cast spells are still 

considered cast, and any daily uncast spells can be cast immediately if desired.  You retain your 

memory up until the moment of your death, including who killed you (assuming you knew who they 

were when you were struck down).  For example, if someone sneaks up behind you and sneak attacks 

you without your character seeing them, you will resurrect with no knowledge of who killed you. 

 

 

Experience Point System 
 

In LEGION, there are various ways to gain experience points to improve your character.  The first way 

is simply to attend events.  By attending events, you gain a base experience of 1-3 build to improve 

your character.  This is a slower method, but allows you to keep your hard earned iron and silver for 

inplay items. 

 

The second way to gain experience is to spend gold.  You may purchase build every event (in addition 

to the build you receive for simply attending) up to the maximum listed in the chart by paying the 

appropriate amount. 

 

The third way is to either work for the game or donate towards the game.  By doing so, you will receive 

Game Points.  For every 20 Game Points you spend, you will receive an additional build point, up to a 

maximum of four per event.  Typically, spending one hour working for the game (usually by either 

helping with logistics or monstering) will net you 10 Game Points. 

 

Experience Point Chart 

Level 
Total 

Experience 
Base Maximum 

Cost per 

Experience (in 

silver) 

iron 

equivalent 

cost to receive max 

build (in silver) 

1 10-19 3 7 1 10 4 

2 20-29 3 7 2 20 8 

3 30-39 3 7 3 30 12 

4 40-49 3 6 5 50 15 

5 50-59 3 6 8 80 24 

6 60-69 2 6 12 120 48 

7 70-79 2 6 17 170 68 

8 80-89 2 5 23 230 69 

9 90-99 2 5 30 300 90 

10 100-109 2 5 38 380 114 
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11 110-119 2 5 47 470 141 

12 120-129 2 4 57 570 114 

13 130-139 2 4 68 680 136 

14 140-149 2 4 80 800 160 

15 150-159 2 4 93 930 186 

16 160-169 1 3 107 1070 214 

17 170-179 1 3 122 1220 244 

18 180-189 1 3 138 1380 276 

19 190-199 1 3 155 1550 310 

20 200-209 1 2 173 1730 173 

21 210-219 1 2 192 1920 192 

22 220-229 1 2 212 2120 212 

23 230-239 1 2 233 2330 233 

24 240-249 1 2 255 2550 255 

25 250+ 1 2    

 

Game Points 

In addition to using them for build, Game Points may be used for other things as well.  You may spend 

Game Points to purchase items directly, or you can roll from a random table.  You may spend anywhere 

from 10 up to 100 game points per roll.  Items in the table will include, but not limited to, iron pieces, 

silver pieces, gold pieces, alchemy, scrolls, weapons and shields made of various materials, and even a 

few magic items. 

 

 

Weapons 
 

Dagger: Any bladed weapon whose total length is less than 24”. 

 

Staff: A long, blunt weapon consisting of a straight shaft whose ends are used to strike.  Length of staff 

is between 54” and 72”.  The striking surface of the ends of the staff must be between 18” and 24” in 

length. 

 

Light weapons: Bladed and blunt weapons of length 24” to 34” fall into this category. 

 

One-handed weapons: Bladed and blunt weapons of length 34” to 46” fall into this category. 

 

Spear: One-handed thrusting weapons fall into this category.  Spears may not be used by swinging, 

only to thrust.  Spear length must be between 36” and 66” in length.  You may block and strike with a 

spear one-handed, however, you may NOT use a shield or dual wield while wielding a spear. 

 

Polearms: Two-handed thrusting weapons fall into this category.  These weapons are between 60” and 

72” in length.  These weapons may not be swung, only used for thrusting attacks.  On the thrusting tip, 
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between 18”-36” must be padded. 

 

Weapon Damage Chart 

Weapon Type Base Damage 

  One Handed Weapons 

 Dagger 1 

Light Weapons 2 

Long Weapons 3 

Spear 3 

  Two Handed Weapons 

 Staff 2 

Polearm 4 

Two Handed Blunt 5 

Two Handed Slashing 5 

  Ranged Weapons 

 Thrown 2 

Bows 8 

 

Two-handed slashing: Two-handed slashing weapons fall into this category, including greatswords and 

greataxes.  Weapon length must be between 48” and 66”.  No matter the weapon, the entire length 

(except the grip) must be sufficiently padded. 

 

Two-handed blunt: All two-handed blunt weapons fall into this category.  Weapon length must be 

between 48” and 66”.  The entire length (except the grip) must be sufficiently padded. 

 

Thrown Weapon: Thrown weapons must be between 8” and 24” in length, and must be made 

completely of foam.  There may be no pipe in thrown weapons. 

 

Bows: Bows may NOT have over a 15 pound pull.  Compound bows are not allowed.  The ends of the 

bow must be covered to prevent accidently stabbing or poking someone’s eye out. 

 

Arrows: In order to make safe arrows, you start with a normal shaft.  Remove the arrowhead if it is 

attached. You must then attach 3-4 inches of hard foam (such as “fun noodle”) atop the shaft where the 

arrowhead would go.  On top of that, you must attach 1-2 inches of soft foam (such as a sponge or pipe 

foam). 

 

When using a bow, you may not fire at targets within 10 feet due to safety reasons. 

 

Please note that ALL weapons must undergo inspection every event before you are able to use them at 

LEGION. 
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Armor 
Armor in LEGION is different than most.  Instead of each piece of armor having a fixed value until it is 

broken, armor reduces the damage you take from every strike.  We call this armor toughness.  For 

example, if you wear a soft leather shirt, you will have 1 armor toughness.  If you are then hit with an 

attack that does “4 damage”, you take 3.  If you had 4 armor toughness, you would take no damage 

from the attack at all. 

 

Maximum armor toughness is calculated both by your class and level, and with the amount of physical 

armor you have.   

 

Armor Toughness 

 
Hard metals are those such as iron/steel/silver/bronze/titanium, NOT metals such as aluminum or 

copper.  For example, a thin aluminum breastplate would give 3 armor toughness, as would a 

breastplate made out of PVC.  In contrast, a steel 12 or 14 gauge breastplate would give 5 armor 

toughness.  Chainmail only counts if the rings are interweaved, otherwise it is under the base 1 tree. 

 

Armor Example 

Armor Tough-

ness 

Thin leather jerkin 1 

Corset with no boning 1 

Cloth corset with boning 2 

Hard leather corset with boning 3 

Thick cloth shirt with studs 2 

Boiled leather brigadine 3 

Aluminum Chainmail 2 

Steel Chainmail 3 

PVC/Aluminum Breastplate 3 

Steel Breastplate (16-20gauge) 4 

Steel Breastplate (10-14gauge) 5 

 

In order to receive full points for the armor, it must cover both the front and back of the torso fully.  If 

it does not, armor rating will be lowered accordingly.  Up to a 50% bonus armor can be given if all 
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extremeties are covered, including upper and lower arms and upper and lower legs.  An additional 50% 

bonus armor can be given if the entire head and neck region are covered.  For example, if a player is 

donned head to toe in a tightly weaved chainmail, including a chainmail coif, they will have 4 armor 

(from the base 2 chart) * 200%.  This will give them a total of 8 toughness.   

 

When you checkin at Logistics before the start of the game, you must bring your armor with you.  Your 

armor will be gauged and you will be given a tag listing your armor toughness. 

 

Note that armor is also limited by your level.  Everyone is limited to 1 armor toughness.  For every 10 

build spent in fighter abilities, you may wear 1 additional point of armor, with no maximum.  After 

spending 30 points in rogue abilities, and again after spending 60 points in rogue abilities, you may 

wear 1 additional toughness worth of armor.  You may also purchase the “wear extra armor” ability to 

increase your maximum armor bonus by 1.  This skill may be purchased a maximum of two times. 

 

 

Taint System 
 

LEGION is a game where you can play any type of character you wish, whether it be a noble knight, a 

petty thief, or an ancient mage.  No matter the type of character you play, the more evil acts you 

perform, the greater the risk of your soul becoming corrupt.  In order to track this, we have the Taint 

system.  Dabbling in the necromantic arts and killing other player characters will hasten this corruption.   

 

Each time you kill a player character, you receive 1 taint point.  Each time you create an undead from 

the corpse of a player character, you receive another taint point.  When your taint points reach 10, your 

character's soul is beyond redemption.  Your character becomes an NPC and is no longer playable by 

you, except under certain circumstances by plot.  You must create a new character.  Note that killing 

NPCs or creating undead from the corpses of NPCs will not cause taint. 

 

We know that rarely, even good characters must perform evil acts for the greater good.  Characters can 

be redeemed.  Every three events that you play that character, one taint point is removed. 

 

 

Magic in LEGION 
 

Magic is broken down into two types in LEGION, divine and arcane.  Arcane magic deals mainly with 

manipulating the elements and destruction.  Arcane magic also contains spells that hinder or destroy 

foes, and offer protection from the elements.  Divine magic spells heal wounds, cure ailments, and even 

revive the undead, while offering limited damage capabilities. Divine spells also deal with the creation 

and destruction of undead. 

 

In order to cast arcane spells, you must have the Read Magic ability.  In order to cast divine spells, you 

must know the First Aid and Diagnose abilities.  Afterwards, you are then free to purchase a spell slot 

and learn a spell.  Once you learn the spell, it is permanently in your memory, and you may cast it once 

per day.  You may not learn the same spell twice.  The cost of learning a spell is twice the spell level.  
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In order to learn a spell level above first, you must first know at least 2 spells one level lower than the 

spell you are learning.  You may also not learn more spells of a level than the level lower.  For example, 

you must learn two level one spells before you buy a level two spell. You may not buy a level three 

spell until you learn two level two spells.  You may not learn a third level 2 spell until you learn at least 

3 level one spells. 

 

In order to cast a spell, you must say the verbal component and tagline of the spell, and then within 3 

seconds, throw a spell packet at your target.  If you throw the packet before releasing the spell, or wait 

more than 3 seconds to release, the spell is not cast and is lost from memory for that day.  In every spell 

listing, there is listed a “verbal component” and a “tagline”.  When casting the spell, you must say both.  

The verbal component need not be exactly verbatim; it can be paraphrased or a similar saying, as long 

as they are close to the same meaning.  The tagline explains the effect of the spell, and must be said 

exactly as it is written.  If it is not, then the spell is said to “fizzle out”, and goes without effect. 

 

Let's take the level 2 spell “Orb of Fire” for example.  The verbal component is “I strike you with an 

orb of fire“, and the tagline is “15 fire”.  So, if Joe the caster says “I blast you with a dart of fire” and 

then says “15 fire”, the spell still takes effect and harms the target, assuming he threw a packet within 3 

seconds and successfully hit the target. 

 

Scrolls: Scrolls are one-shot spells stored magically on parchment.  The spell, along with a description 

of what it does, is written on the scroll.  You must read the scroll aloud when you cast the spell, and 

after the spell is cast, the scroll is destroyed (please tear the scroll away and dispose of it properly when 

you get a chance).  Anyone with the Read Magic ability can use arcane scrolls up to level 3.  Anyone 

with First Aid can use divine scrolls up to level 3.  As you gain spells, you can use scrolls up to 3 levels 

above your highest level spell. 

 

 

Prestige Classes 
Prestige Classes give you additional benefits and drawbacks for your character.  Typically this requires 

you to give up access to abilities or high level spells, and in return, you gain access to abilities 

unavailable to other characters.  You may never have more than 1 prestige class at a time.  You are 

limited to becoming a member of two prestige classes throughout the lifetime of your character.  After 

leaving a prestige class, you may never again join that same prestige class. You may choose to 

voluntarily leave a prestige class at any time, however, this counts as one of your two career prestige 

classes. 

 

Mystic Theurge 
Prereq: Ability to cast level 3 arcane and level 3 divine spells 

Bonus:  You may combine your spell lists in order to satisfy prerequisites for either spell list.  For 

example, if your spell columns are 2/2/2/0 arcane and 2/2/1 divine, you may choose to learn a 4th level 

spell from either school, even if you would not normally qualify for 4
th

 level divine spells. 

Drawback: You may never learn level 6 spells 

 

Warlock 
Prereq: Elemental blast attack that does at least 7 damage, fire damage blast only. 

Bonus: You may now choose to deal untyped energy damage with your blast.  This energy type is less 
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likely to be resisted than most elements.  When you use this energy type, you may use either the 

“energy” or “arcane” taglines. 

Drawback: You may never learn any blast attack that does a damage type other than fire or untyped. 

 

Elemental Savant 
Prereq: Elemental blast attack that does at least 7 damage, elemental blast in only one element 

Bonus: Your elemental blast deals 3 additional points of damage. 

Drawback: You may never learn any blast attack that does a damage type other than your chosen 

element. 

 

Assassin 
Prereq: Ability to cast level 2 arcane spells, poison coating, sneak attack. 

Bonus: Gain the ability to sneak attack with thrown weapons.  You may count HALF of your caster 

build as spent rogue build. 

Drawback: May never learn healing touch.  May never learn level 6 spells. 

 

Paladin 
Prereq: Critical Parry or Shield Block, ability to cast Cure Moderate wounds. 

Bonus: Gain Lay on Hands and Resist Fear abilities. 

Drawback: May never learn any negative energy spells.  Pay double cost for ALL rogue abilities with 

the exception of alchemy.  Paladin code of conduct. 

 

Blackguard 
Prereq: Critical Strike, 25pts of build spent in rogue abilities. 

Bonus: You may use rogue abilities with ANY weapon. 

Drawback: May never learn healing touch or any positive energy spells. 

 

Druid 
Prereq: Ability to cast level 3 divine spells, 30 build spent outside of caster class. 

Bonus: Access to learn druid spells, access to learn shapeshifting. 

Drawback: Druid code, may not learn level 6 spells. 

 Notes: Upon entering the druid class, the following arcane spells are available for you to 

purchase as divine spells: Orb of Fire, Orb of Ice, Trap, Bind, Lightning Bolt Bull's Strength, Fireball, 

Web.  In addition, the following new spells are added: Entangle (level 1), Speak with Animals (level 2), 

and Barkskin (level 5, same as stoneskin).  All negative energy spells are removed from the divine list. 

 

Barbarian 
Prereq: +2 str and critical strike, or +4str.  Str can be from either the general or feral tree. 

Bonus: You may purchase two additional strength.  This allows werecreatures and druids to purchase 

up to +10 strength, and all others to purchase up to +6 strength.  For every 2 strength bought, you deal 

an additional +1 damage with two-handed weapons.  For every 3 strength bought, you deal an 

additional +1 damage with one-handed weapons or claws.  For example, if you have purchased +6str, 

you deal +9 damage with a two-handed weapon, and +8 damage with all one-handed weapons and 

claws. 

Drawback: Pay double for read and write, read magic, and all arcane spells.  Pay double for all rogue 

abilities, with the exception of dodges. 
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Ranger 
Prereq: Ability to cast level 1 divine spells, critical strike, 20 build spent in rogue abilities, either two-

handed proficiency or dual wielding. 

Bonus: You may purchase spells from the druid spell list.  You may count HALF of your rogue build as 

fighter build for the purpose of meeting fighter skill prerequisites and health, but NOT armor. 

Drawback: Druid code.  You may also not buy any “Deadly Strike” attacks. 

 

Healer 
Prereq: Healing Hands, Brew Alchemy 5, Ability to cast the following spells: cure light wounds, cure 

moderate wounds, cure serious wounds, cure critical wounds, remove disease, remove curse, remove 

poison. 

Bonus: Your Cure X wounds spell now heal double.  You are immune to disease. 

Drawback: Remove all negative energy effects from your available list of spells. 

 

Necromancer 
Prereq: Ability to cast at least 2 undead creation spells and 7 negative energy spells. 

Bonus: You are necromantically tainted.  You are now healed by negative energy and harmed by 

positive energy.  For instance, the spell effects of Harm and Heal are reversed.  Harm will now heal you 

for 64 points of damage, while Heal will immediately drop you to 1 health.  Likewise, “Cure disease” 

causes you to take the disease effect, while “inflict disease” will remove the disease effect. 

Drawback: Remove all positive energy effects from your available list of spells. 

 

Archmage 
Prereq: Ability to cast at least one level six arcane spell. 

Bonus: Choose one of the following spells which you know. You may now cast that spell at will 

instead of once per day: Acid Splash, Magic Weapon (spell changed to allow you once per event to 

cause a weapon to call +1 magic all event), Lesser Shield (self only, immune to level 1 spells), Magic 

Missile, Detect Magic.  Alternatively, you may spend 10 build and purchase the following abilities 

instead: Cause Fear, Trap, Elemental Blade (+1 elemental blade, element chosen at beginning of the 

event), Elemental shield (choose element at beginning of event, you are immune to that element). 

Drawback: You may never learn any two-handed weapon skills, nor may you spend any more than 30 

build total in fighter abilities.  You may never purchase level 6 divine spells. 

 

Prestige Class codes and orders: 
Most prestige classes have stereotypes that most of their order follow.  However, only three of the 

classes have strict codes that they must follow (Paladin, Druid, and Ranger).  For example, while most 

blackguards and assassins are evil entities, that is not a requirement.  Some assassins and blackguards 

are simply your average scoundrel who prefers to use non-standard weaponry.  However, note that both 

of those classes give up various healing abilities, something that the more nobler of heart would never 

do. 

 

The codes of the Paladin, Druid, and Rangers are strict and offer no leeway.  If the codes are broken, 

whether or not there are any witnesses, the character loses all access to that classes abilities.  The 

character still suffers the drawbacks until the next event, when they may either continue on in the 

prestige class (gaining no benefits but keeping the drawbacks) in hope of redeeming themselves, or 

they may forsake the prestige class altogether.  If you see anyone breaking their codes, either in play or 

out of play, come find a logistics member and let them know. 
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Paladin code: 

Protect those that can not help themselves. 

Defend the laws of the land. 

Undead are an abomination to life and should be killed on sight. 

Anyone seen creating undead should be slain or brought in for justice. 

Never completely trust those who work negative energy. 

 

Druid and Ranger code: 

I may never own land nor hold a title. 

Animals are not to be harmed without just cause. 

Undead are an abomination to nature and should be killed on sight. 

Anyone seen creating undead should be deal with harshly. 

 

 

Coming to the Game 
Alright, so you arrive at the event on the first day.  What do you need to bring with you?  What exactly 

happens? 

 

Before the game 

Here is a checklist for items to bring to the game: 

Money (to spend on food and the event) 

A character concept to help in creating your character (remember to choose a name!) 

Appropriate character attire (think Renaissance or medieval type clothing) 

Out of play attire (to sleep in and for before and after the game) 
Medicine 

Any toiletries you may need, including soap, shampoo, a towel, and hygiene products 

Any food or drink you wish to bring 

If you are under 18, either a parent/guardian or a consent form signed by one 

 

Optional Items: 
Sleeping Bag or Sheets 

Pillow(s) 

Lighting 

White Headband 

A tent or pavilion 

Decorations 

 

Arriving onsite for the first time 

When you arrive onsite, the first thing you need to do is head towards logistics.  It is here that you will 

sign in, create your character, and more.  Logistics will either be in a building near the entrance or in a 

pavilion.  Look for people in a purple headband sitting at a table to get started.  If you can't figure out 

where to go, ask anyone.  LEGION is a friendly community and anyone will be happy to help you. 

 

When you get to logistics, there will be two lines.  The first line is for checkin and the second is for 

character creation and updating.  Go check in first.  It is there that you will sign a waiver (if necessary) 

and pay for the event.  Remember, your first event is half off!  You will choose your sleeping location 
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here, whether it be in a tent or communal area.  You will also be given a stamped index card at checkin 

and told to take that to character creation. 

 

The next line is where you will actually create your character, according to the guidelines listed in this 

book.  You must also list your name here.  The important character statistics will be listed on the index 

card, incase you forget or should questions arise during the game.  Your name, max health, toughness, 

immunities, and weapon focus / backstab / elemental blast damage will be listed on this card.   Please 

keep this on you at all times. 

 

If you have alchemy, poisons, or spells, you will go to a third area where you pick up your “tags”.  If 

you have purchased defensive spells, alchemy vials, or poisons, you will need to select the tags for 

these as well.  These will be plainly labeled. 

 

If you have any weapons or armor, you need to go get them checked in as well.  The weapons will need 

to be checked to make sure they are safe.  Weapons need to be checked in every event, even if they 

have been declared safe a dozen times.  Weapons deteriorate over time and need to be checked for 

safety.  Your armor needs to be checked in as well to determine the amount of toughness your armor 

gives you.  This will be written on your index card as well. 

 

You can go carry your items to your encampment, get dressed, or do whatever you'd like until the game 

starts.   

 

Reset Period 

At around 5PM on Saturday, there is a one hour “reset” period.  Most people are not required to do 

anything during this time, but some spells or abilities may require you to update or refresh.  If you have 

any of these abilities, it will say so in the description.  Otherwise, you have on free hour where your 

character is safe.  You can rest, grab dinner, take a shower, or whatever you'd like without risk of harm 

to your character. 

 

Checkout 

After the game is concluded, it is time to check out.  You return to logistics and turn in your index card.  

There will be a designated area for card dropoff.  That's it.  It's that simple. 

 

Coming back to the game 

Each time you come to the game, you repeat the whole cycle of checking in and out, except that you do 

not have to sign a waiver.  Additionally, if you wish to level up your character, you can spend 

experience points and game points at checkin.  When you get in the second line to do character 

updating, you turn in however much experience points and game points you want, and your level will 

increase faster.  If you have excess experience points and game points, you can turn these in as well and 

they will be there to use whenever you wish in the future. 
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Build Costs 

Fighter Abilities 

Ability Build Cost 
Minimum Build spent in 

fighter abilities 
Prereqs 

Melee Weapon Focus 10 0  

Ranged Weapon Focus 5 0  

Critical Strike 8 30  

Critical Parry 5 30 Critical Strike 

Critical Strike Unparryable 10 50 Critical Strike, Critical Parry 

Critical Strike Massive 12 50 Critical Strike, +3str 

Deadly Strike 8 75 Critical  Strike 

Deadly Parry 5 75 Deadly Strike 

Deadly Strike Unparryable 10 110 Deadly Parry 

Deadly Strike Massive 12 110 Deadly Strike, +4str 

Shield Proficiency 5 0 - 

Critical Shield Block 5 25 Shield Proficiency 

Deadly Shield Block 5 50 Critical Shield Block 

Melee Weapon Proficiency 2x base dmg 0 - 

Ranged Weapon Proficiency base dmg 0 - 

One-handed Melee Weapon Mastery 10 0 - 

Two-handed melee weapon mastery 15 0 - 

Wear Extra Armor 5 0 - 

Dual Wielding 6 0 - 

 

Mage Abilities 

Ability Build Cost Prereqs 

Read Magic 6 Read & Write 

Detect Magic 1/day 2 Read Magic 

Detect Magic at will 4 Ability to cast level 5 arcane spells, or blast +5 

Blast Ability 10 - 

Extra Element 15 Blast Ability 

Extra Element 2 10 New Blast Element 

Extra Element 3 10 New Blast Element 2 

Improved Blast 10 Blast Ability 

Spells 2x level Read Magic or First Aid 

Healing Touch 10 First Aid 

Improved Healing Touch 10 Healing Touch 

Scrollmaking 2/level Read Magic, 3 level 1 spells 
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Rogue Abilities 

Ability Build Cost 

Minimum Build 

spent in rogue 

abilities 

Prereqs 

+1 Backstab 6 0 - 

Sap 4 0 - 

Sap at-will 6 0 Sap 

Empowered Sap 1/day 4 0 Sap 

Sneak Attack 8 40 Sap 

Surprise Sneak Attack 10 70 Sneak Attack 

Death Attack 15 110 Surprise Sneak Attack, Uncanny Dodge 

Dodge 8 25  

Evasion Dodge 10 60 Dodge 

Uncanny Dodge 10 100 Dodge, Sneak Attack 

Brew Poison 1/lvl of poison 0 Read & Write 

Ingested Poison 3 0 - 

Poison Coating 3 30 Ingested Poison 

Throw Poisons 5 60 Brew poison, Poison coating 

Detect Poison 4 0 Brew Poison or Ingested Poison 

Brew Alchemy 1/lvl of alchemy 0 Read & Write 

Novice Alchemy 3 0 - 

Alchemical Coating 3 25 Novice Alchemy 

Throw Alchemy 3 35 Alchemical Coating 

Potent Alchemy 3 60 Thrown Alchemy, Brew Alchemy 

Pick Lock 1 5 0 - 

Pick Lock 2 3 10 Pick Lock 1 

Pick Lock 3 3 25 Pick Lock 2, Disable Device 1 

Disable Device 5 0 - 

Pickpocket 10 50 Pick Lock 1, Disable Device 
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General Abilities 

Ability Build Prereqs 

Read & Write 3 - 

Diagnose 3 - 

First Aid 3 Diagnose 

Surgery 3 First Aid 

+Str (max 4) 12 - 

Healthy 2 - 

Resist Poison 6 Dwarf or Gnome 

Resist Disease 3 Dwarf or Werecreature 

Sleep immunity 5 Elf 

Charm immunity 5 Faerie 

Poison Immunity 10 Dwarf, Resist Poison 

Disease Immunity 5 Werecreature, Resist Disease 

Resist Fear 5 Orc, Barbarian 

Fear Immunity 5 Paladin 

 

 

Feat Descriptions 

Fighter Feats 
 

Melee Weapon Focus: You gain +1 damage with all melee weapons. 

 

Ranged Weapon Focus: You gain +1 damage with all ranged weapons (bows, crossbows, thrown). 

 

Melee Weapon Mastery: You gain proficiency with all melee weapons.  Cost is decreased if you are 

already proficient with all one-handed weapons. 

 

Wear Extra Armor: Increases your maximum armor toughness by 1.  Without this feat, you are 

limited to 1 point of armor toughness, plus 1 more for every 10 points spent in fighter abilities or 30 

points spent in rogue abilities.  You may purchase wear extra armor a maximum of two times. 

 

Dual Wield: This skill allows a character to wield two weapons, one in each hand.  Each of these 

weapons must be 46” or shorter.  Your weapon focus and backstabs work with each weapon.  You may 

use any weapon ability with either weapon, such as Critical Strike or Death Attack, provided that you 

also fulfill the requirements of that weapon ability, such as using daggers for a Death Attack 

 

Critical Strike: You gain the ability to critically wound a target, once per day, and drop them to critical 

status.  You announce you are using a critical strike by saying “Critical Strike”, and then striking your 

target.  You have 3 swings that must be used within 10 seconds against the same target.  If your swing 

strikes an object (such as a weapon or shield) before contacting the victim, the strike does not effect 
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him.  If 10 seconds or 3 swings are expended before acquiring a clean hit on the target, the critical 

strike is expended and can not be used again that day.  Greater shields (not armor) protects against a 

critical strike.  A critical parry, deadly parry, critical shield block, or deadly shield block stops a critical 

strike, but is used in the process.  A dodge, evasion dodge, or uncanny dodge may be expended to stop 

one swing each, but the victim may be struck by subsequent swings from the same critical strike. 

 

 
 

Critical Parry: You gain the ability to parry a critical strike.  A critical parry may be used to parry a 

critical strike or critical strike massive.  This may also be used to stop any non-massive attack dealing 

under 100 damage. 

 

Critical Strike Unparryable: As the critical strike, but you announce it by saying “Critical Strike 

Unparryable”.  Greater shields (not armor) protects against a critical strike.  A critical shield block or 

deadly shield block stops a critical strike unparryable, but is used in the process.  A dodge, evasion 

dodge, or uncanny dodge may be expended to stop one swing each, but the victim may be struck by 

subsequent swings from the same critical strike. 

 

Critical strike Massive: As the critical strike, but you announce it by saying “Critical strike Massive”.  

Greater shields (not armor) protects against a critical strike.  A critical shield block, deadly shield block, 

critical parry, or deadly parry stops a critical strike massive, but is used in the process.  An evasion 

dodge may be expended to stop one swing each, but the victim may be struck by subsequent swings 

from the same critical strike.  A critical strike massive differs from a normal critical strike in that if 

your swing strikes an object (such as a weapon or shield) before contacting the victim, the strike still 

effects the target. 

 

Deadly Strike: You gain the ability to perform to deadly strike the target once per day, and drop them 
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to dead status. You announce you are using a deadly strike by saying “Deadly Strike”, and then striking 

your target.  You have 3 swings that must be used within 10 seconds against the same target.  If your 

swing strikes an object (such as a weapon or shield) before contacting the victim, the strike does not 

effect him.  If 10 seconds or 3 swings are expended before acquiring a clean hit on the target, the 

deadly strike is expended and can not be used again that day.  Greater shields (not armor) DO NOT 

protect against a critical strike.  A deadly parry or deadly shield block stops a deadly strike, but is used 

up in the process.  A dodge, evasion dodge, or uncanny dodge may be expended to stop one swing each, 

but the victim may be struck by subsequent swings from the same deadly strike. 

 

Deadly Parry: You gain the ability to parry a deadly strike.  This may also be used to stop ANY non-

massive attack, or any massive attack dealing under 100 damage. 

 

Deadly Strike Unparryable: As the Deadly Strike, but you announce it by saying “Deadly Strike 

Unparryable”.  Greater shields (not armor) DO NOT protect against a deadly strike.  A deadly shield 

block stops a deadly strike unparryable, but is used in the process.  A dodge, evasion dodge, or uncanny 

dodge may be expended to stop one swing each, but the victim may be struck by subsequent swings 

from the same critical strike. 

 

Deadly Strike Massive: As the deadly strike, but you announce it by saying “Deadly Strike Massive”.  

Greater shields (not armor) DO NOT protect against a deadly strike.  A deadly shield block or deadly 

parry stops a deadly strike massive, but is used in the process.  An evasion dodge may be expended to 

stop one swing each, but the victim may be struck by subsequent swings from the same critical strike.  

A deadly strike massive differs from a normal deadly strike in that if your swing strikes an object (such 

as a weapon or shield) before contacting the victim, the strike still effects the target. 

 

Critical Shield Block: A critical shield block may be used to stop any normal non-massive attack 

dealing 100 points of damage or less, a critical strike, critical strike unparryable, or critical strike 

massive.  After being struck by a critical strike, critical strike unparryable, critical strike massive, or 

any normal attack you can block, you announce you are using a shield block by saying “Shield Block” 

within 1 second of being struck by the attack.  The attack is negated and used up.  A shield block may 

NOT be used to block a deadly strike, deadly strike unparryable, deadly strike unparryable, or any 

attack dealing over 100 points of damage. 

 

Deadly Shield Block: A deadly shield block may be used to stop ANY normal attack dealing 500 

points of damage or less, any type of critical strike, or type of deadly strike.  After being struck by a 

critical strike, critical strike unparryable, critical strike massive, deadly strike, deadly strike 

unparryable, deadly strike massive, or any attack you can block, you announce you are using a deadly 

shield block by saying “Deadly Shield Block” within 1 second of being struck by the attack.  The 

attack is negated and used up. 

 

 

Rogue Feats 

 

Sap: A sap is an attack from behind that drops the target to unconscious.  In order to sap, you must be 

behind the target, strike the target between the shoulder blades with the butt of your dagger or light 

weapon, and say “sap”.  If successful, the target is unconscious, but does not lose any health.  If 

nothing else happens, the target wakes up in 10 minutes.  Certain spells may block against a sap(such 
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as Greater Shield), as does natural armor or toughness.  Certain creatures may also be immune to sap, 

including those with differing anatomy or creatures 10 feet or taller. 

Initially you may only sap once per day, however, additional build can be spent to sap at will. 

 

 
Empowered Sap: An empowered sap is a special form of sap.  An empowered sap bypasses all natural 

armor and toughness.  A Greater Shield will still negate an empowered sap, and the attacker must be 

able to reach the lower neck of a creature with a discernable anatomy. 

 

Backstab: For each backstab bought, you deal +1 damage when attacking from behind with any one-

handed weapon or staff.  You must be in the rearfacing 180 degrees of the target. 

 

Sneak Attack: The centerpiece of the rogue, an sneak attack drops the target to dead status.  An sneak 

attack is done from behind the target.  You must strike the target with the blade of your dagger or light 

bladed weapon, and say “sneak attack”.  If successful, the target is dead.  An sneak attack may only be 

negated by an uncanny dodge. 

 

Surprise Sneak Attack: As an sneak attack, but you may strike the target with your blade anywhere on 

the torso, including the front, back, and sides.  You must strike the target with the blade of your dagger 

or light bladed weapon, and say “surprise sneak attack”.  If successful, the target it dead.  If the attack 

misses or touches the target weapon or shield before striking the target, it is negated.  A surprise sneak 

attack may only be negated by an uncanny dodge. 

 

Death Attack: Similar to a normal sneak attack, you must strike the target between the shoulderblades 

on the back with your dagger or light bladed weapon and say “death attack”.  If successful, the target it 

dead.  If the attack misses or touches the target weapon or shield before striking the target, it is negated.  

A surprise sneak attack may not be negated by any normal means. 
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Dodge: You may avoid any one non-massive attack that you are aware of.  If you are hit with a melee 

or ranged attack, you may say “Dodge” within 1 second, and the attack is treated as if it did not hit you.  

A dodge may be used against any non-massive attack, such as a critical strike, critical strike 

unparryable, deadly strike, deadly strike unparryable, or any other attack you wish to avoid.  You may 

also use dodge to avoid any packet based attack that hits you, and that spell is wasted.  Please note that 

if you use a dodge to avoid a critical strike or deadly strike, only one swing is negated, and you may be 

struck by subsequent attacks of the same critical strike. 

 

Evasion: You may avoid any one attack that you are aware of.  If you are hit with a melee or ranged 

attack, you may say “Evasion Dodge” within 1 second, and the attack is treated as if it did not hit you.  

A dodge may be used against any attack, such as a critical strike, critical strike unparryable, critical 

strike unparryable, deadly strike, deadly strike unparryable, deadly strike massive, or any other attack 

you wish to avoid.  You may also use evasion dodge to avoid any packet based or area effect attack that 

hits you, and that spell or attack is wasted.  Please note that if you use an evasion dodge to avoid a 

critical strike or deadly strike, only one swing is negated, and you may be struck by subsequent attacks 

of the same critical strike. 

 

Uncanny Dodge: You may avoid any one non-massive attack, even if you are not aware of it.  If you 

are hit with a melee or ranged attack, you may say “Uncanny Dodge” within 1 second, and the attack is 

treated as if it did not hit you.  An uncanny dodge may be used against any non-massive attack, such as 

a critical strike, critical strike unparryable, deadly strike, deadly strike unparryable, sneak attack, 

surprise sneak attack, or any other attack you wish to avoid.  You may also use uncanndy dodge to 

avoid any packet based attack that hits you, and that spell is wasted.  Please note that if you use an 

uncanny dodge to avoid a critical strike or deadly strike, only one swing is negated, and you may be 

struck by subsequent attacks of the same critical strike.  An uncanny dodge is the only way to avoid 

any type of sneak attack. 

 

Pick Lock 1 / 2 / 3:  Each rank allows you to pick that difficulty lock.  Without this skill, you may not 

attempt to pick a lock.  Upon checkin, you will be given a key that unlocks locks of that difficulty.  For 

example, if you have Pick Lock 1 and Pick Lock 2 trained, you will be given a key that unlocks all 

locks of difficulty 1 and 2.  You may attempt to pick locks of difficulty 3, however you must supply 

your own tools and may NOT damage the physical lock to remove it. 

 

Disable Device: This skill allows you the OPPORTUNITY to disable a device (typically a trap of some 

sort).  This skill does not guarantee success.  You must manually disable the device.  However, without 

this skill purchased, you may not even cut a visible trip wire. 

 

Pickpocket: This skill allows you to steal items from other characters.  A character with this skill with 

receive tiny stickers at the beginning of an event.  Should he run out, he can come to logistics to get 

more.  When attempting to pickpocket someone, there must be a marshal present.  If one is not present 

when you wish to pickpocket, you must go and find one and bring them to the location.  When 

pickpocketing, you must attach a sticker within 3 inches of an opening on whichever pocket you wish 

to steal from.  This could be a bag opening, front pants pocket, pocket on a doublet, or anywhere else 

that you can place a sticker.  After a bit of time has passed (to negate suspicion from you), the marshal 

will go over to the target of the pickpocketing and pull him aside.  The marshal will either reach in the 

targeted bag, or if it was a pants pocket he will ask the target to empty his pockets into an empty bag, 

and pull out a random item.  The item will then be in logistics for the thief to pick up at his 

convenience. 
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Brew Alchemy: Grants you the ability to brew alchemical elixirs.  Each point spent in Brew Alchemy 

gives you one production point to spend every RESET on creating alchemy.  Each elixir created lasts 

for one RESET.   This does not give you any ability to use the alchemy, only to create it.  To gain the 

ability to use the alchemy, you must purchase Novice Alchemy, Alchemy Coating, Thrown Alchemy, 

and Potent Alchemy.  Without any other training, all you can do is drink the vials or pour them down 

someone else's throat.  All ingested elixirs are administered by holding the vial next to the players lips 

and saying “pouring 1, pouring 2, pouring 3”, and then the name of the elixir, such as “cure 4” or 

“remove poison”. 

 

To extend the life of an elixir past one reset, you must pay iron pieces equal to the elixir's build cost for 

every event you wish it to last.  For example, if you create a cause 10 acid vial (build cost 3), and want 

it to last for 4 events, you would pay 12 iron pieces to logistics when you create the poison (3 * 4 = 12). 

 

Novice Alchemy: With novice alchemy, you can quickly determine a vial's contents by looking at it.  In 

addition, you can use universal alchemy, such as light elixirs and stickiness/slipperiness elixirs. 

 

Alchemical Coating: With alchemical coating, you can apply acid to your weapon in order to increase 

the damage by the next swing.  This only works for you, and may not be transferred to another player.  

In order to apply a coating, you must count “coating 1, coating 2, coating 3” with the vial in hand.  

Afterwards, your next swing in the next hour does the appropriate additional damage.  You may call 

either the “acid” tagline or your normal tagline.  If this attack is blocked or misses, the coating is 

wasted. 

 

Throw Alchemy: Without this skill, you may not throw alchemical gases.  Thrown acids are similar to 

spells, except there is no verbal component – these have only taglines.  If you have a 20 acid thrown 

vial, all you must do is say “20 acid” and throw the vial within 3 seconds and hit the target. 

 

Potent Alchemy: Some alchemical elixirs are more potent than others.  Without this training, you can 

not use potent alchemical elixirs.  These include Life elixirs, 40 acid vials, 40 flaming vials, and 

Wildfire vials. 

 

Brew Poisons: Grants you the ability to brew poisons.  Each point invested into Brew Poison increases 

the amount of poison you can create every reset.  Poisons have a life of one RESET, and afterwards are 

rendered inert and useless.  This does not give you any ability to use the poison, only to create it.  To 

gain the ability to use the poison, you must purchase Ingested Poison, Poison Coating, or Gas Poisons.  

Neither does this infer the ability to detect or identify poisons.  For that, you need Detect Poison. 

 

To extend the life of a poison, you must pay iron pieces equal to the poison's build cost for every event 

you wish it to last.  For example, if you create a cause 4 gas (build cost 2), and want it to last for 3 

events, you would pay 6 iron pieces to logistics when you create the poison (2 * 3 = 6). 

 

Ingested Poison: With Ingested Poison, you gain the ability to use ingested poisons on others.  At the 

beginning of the event at checkin, you will be given a sheet of tiny stickers with your ingested poison 

names written on them.  In order to poison someone, you must place the sticker on the bottom of the 

cup or glass they are using.  After the FIRST PERSON drinks out of the cup, they are poisoned.  You 

may go to the player out of character and tell them they were poisoned, or you may get someone else 

(including a marshal) to tell them for you.  Each poison dose may only effect one person at a time. 
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Poison Coating: With poison coating, you can apply poison to your weapon in order to apply various 

debilitating effects.  This only works for you, and may not be transferred to another player.  In order to 

apply a coating, you must count “coating 1, coating 2, coating 3” with the vial in hand.  Afterwards, the 

next creature successfully struck with that weapon takes the poison affect.  When swinging with a 

poisoned weapon, you call your normal damage, and when the target is struck, you add in the status 

ailment.  For instance, if you have a slow death poison applied to your dagger, you are face to face 

fighting with a fighter, and you normally call “5 normal”.  He is blocking most of your strikes with his 

shield, and you are calling“5 normal, 5 normal, 5 normal” as usual.  On your fourth swing, the blade 

hits the target, and you say “5 normal – slow death poison”. 

 

Throw Poisons: Without this skill, you may not throw gas based poisons.  Thrown poisons are similar 

to spells, except there is no verbal component – these have only taglines.  If you have a sleep gas 

poison, all you must do is say “sleep gas” and throw the vial within 3 seconds and hit the target. 

 

Detect Poison: Allows you to detect if a poison is present in a substance, and if so, which poison.  This 

is done by counting to 10 saying “Detecting 1, Detecting 2... Detecting 10 – Detect Poison”. 

 

 

Magic Feats 

 

Read Magic: Grants you the ability to begin learning arcane spells.  Also grants you the ability to cast 

arcane spells from scrolls up to level 3.  Your ability to use scrolls increases as you gain higher level 

spell slots.  You are able to use scrolls up to 3 levels higher than your highest level spell known. 

 

Detect Magic: You gain the ability to detect magic on an item either once a day, or at will, depending 

on which skill was purchased.  Detect magic works on only a single item at a time.  You gain no 

specifics on the type of magic, just only if it is magical or not.  In order to detect magic, you simple 

touch the item and say “detect magic”. 

 

Elemental Blast: You gain the ability to fire small elemental bolts at will.  You must choose an element 

when you purchase this skill.  You can then fire “2 <element>” bolts as often as you'd like.  These are 

phys-repped by using birdseed packets (just like alchemy, poisons, and spells).  You must say the 

tagline (such as “2 flaming”) and then toss the packet at the target within 3 seconds. 

 

Extra Element 1 / 2 / 3: You choose a new ability to use in conjunction with your elemental blast 

ability.  You can now choose on the fly to throw your old element(s), or your new element. 

 

Improved Blast: The damage by your elemental blast increases by 1. 

 

Healing Touch: You gain the ability to heal creatures by touch.  You may heal a creature 1 health every 

60 seconds you focus on them.  This is similar to the First Aid ability, except that you can heal a 

creature above 1 health using this ability. 

 

Improved Healing Touch: Your Healing Touch ability heals an extra health every 60 seconds.  You 

can buy this a maximum of 4 times (for the ability to heal 5 health every minute to a creature). 
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Scrollmaking: Grants you the ability to create scrolls from your spells known.  Each point invested 

into Scrollmaking grants you production points, which are used every RESET to create scrolls.  Each 

production point increases the levels of scrolls you can create every reset.  You can create scroll levels 

every reset equal to the number of scrollmaking production points you have purchased.  You can even 

create the same scroll multiple times.  In addition to having enough ranks in scrollmaking, you must 

know at least three spells of the level you wish to create.  In an example, let's say Merlin the Wizard 

has a spell column of 4-4-3-3-2-0 (four level 1 spells, 4 level 2 spells, 3 level 3 spells, etc...), and has 

purchased 5 levels of scrollmaking.  During the first day of the event, he creates three acid splash 

scrolls (a level 1 spell) and one Orb of Fire scroll (a level 2 spell).  During the second day of the event, 

he creates another acid splash scroll and a fireball scroll (level 4 spell).  Even though he has 5 levels in 

scrollmaking, he can not create a 5
th

 level scroll, as he knows only 2 spells of that level, instead of the 

minimum 3. 

Scrolls expire at the end of an RESET unless they are extended when they are created.  To extend a 

scroll, you must pay iron pieces equal to the spell level for every event you wish it to last.  For example, 

if you create a fireball scroll (level 4 spell), and want it to last for 6 events, you would pay 24 iron 

pieces to logistics when you create the scroll (6 * 4 = 24). 

 

 

General Feats 

 

Read and Write: Without this skill, you can not read and write any written language. 

 

Diagnose: Grants you the ability to determine the status of a creature.  By studying a willing creature 

(unconscious creatures are always willing) for 3 seconds, you are able to determine it's health status.  

This includes how much health the creature is down (how much he is injured), whether or not he is 

affected by any poisons or diseases, as well as any status effects (unconscious, asleep, weakened, etc...). 

 

First Aid: Grants you the ability to heal a living creature from dying or unconscious status to 1 health.  

This takes 60 seconds, during which time you must concentrate on healing the creature.  You can be 

doing nothing else besides talking, and two hands must always be in contact with the target.  You must 

count aloud from 1 to 60, saying “first aid 1, first aid 2, first aid 3... first aid 60”.  If the creature was 

not dead, he is now at 1 health, stable and conscious.  If the creature was dead, first aid has no effect.  

If the creature was dying, he pauses his count while he is being first aided.  If the first aid was 

interrupted, the dying creature resumes his death count where he was at before first aid started. 

 

Surgery: The surgery skill reduces the amount of time it takes to administer first aid.  You may now 

administer first aid in 30 seconds, instead of the usual 60 seconds.  All other effects remain unchanged. 

 

Strength: Creatures with this skill are stronger than most.  Certain skills, such as those with the 

massive tagline, have a prerequisite amount of strength that must be purchased for once.  Purchasing 

this skill multiple times allow you to break various confining effects, such as Trap or Bind.  See the 

various spell descriptions for more information. 

 

Healthy: Creatures with this skill are tougher than most.  Each time you purchase this skill, you gain 1 

more maximum health. 
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Strength Prereq for Can break: Can snap: 

+1    

+2  Traps Entangles 

+3 Critical strike Massive   

+4 Deadly Strike Massive Binds Traps 

+5    

+6  Webs Binds 

+7    

+8 Oversized Claw ???? Webs 

 

 

Resist Poison: Creatures with this skill may resist any poison once per day.  Within 3 seconds of 

contracting the disease, you must say “Resist Poison” to use this skill, and you take no ill effects from 

the poison. 

 

Resist Disease: Creatures with this skill may resist any disease once per day.  Within 3 seconds of 

contracting the disease, you must say “Resist Disease” to use this skill, and you take no ill effects from 

the disease. 

 

Resist Fear: Creatures with this skill may resist any fear effect once per day.  Within 3 seconds of 

being hit with any fear effect, you must say “Resist Fear” to use this skill, and you take no ill effects 

from the fear. 

 

Poison Immunity: Creatures with this skill are immune to all poison effects. 

 

Disease Immunity: Creatures with this skill are immune to all diseases. 

 

Sleep Immunity: Creatures with this skill are immune to all sleep effects.  This does NOT include 

other similar effects, such as stunning or paralysis. 

 

Charm Immunity: Creatures with this skill are immune to all charming effects.  This includes 

dominating effects. 

 

Fear Immunity: Creatures with this skill are immune to all fear effects. 

 

 

Feral Feats 

ALL abilities purchased in this tree only work while shapechanged.  You are more animalistic and feral 

while shapechanged, however, you are still yourself and in control of your actions.  Your fighter and 

rogue abilities do NOT carry over while you are shapechanged.  You may not use any active fighter or 

rogue abilities such as critical strikes or dodges, nor do you use any passive abilities such as weapon 

focus or backstabs.  However, general abilities do carry over.  For example, if you purchased the 

healthy skill from the general tree, that carries over into your shapechanged form. 
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You may not cast any spells, nor use any elemental blasts while in shapechange form.  The only caster 

ability that you may use in shapechange form is Read Magic, except that you can not cast spells. 

 

Abilities purchased in the feral tree NEVER carry over into your normal form. 

 

Feral Abilities 

Ability Build Prereqs 

Shapeshift 10 Werecreature, Druid 

Toughness 10 Shapeshift 

Additional Toughness 5 Toughness 

Strength 8 Shapeshift 

Natural Weapon Focus 6 Shapeshift 

Disease claw 5 Shapeshift, Disease Immunity, Weapon Focus +2 

Oversized Claws 8 Strength +8 

 

Shapechange: The basis for all shapechange abilities.  This skill allows werecreatures to take a more 

feral form or druids to take on the form of an animal.  When changing form, you must count to 10 by 

saying “shifting 1, shifting 2, … shifting 10”. 

 

Strength: The feral version of this skill is similar to the strength that is purchaseable by all players, 

except this only functions while shapechanged.  This stacks with strength purchased from the general 

tree, but may never exceed 8.  For example, if you purchased Strength twice from the general tree, and 

four times from the feral tree, you would have +2 strength while in your normal form and +6 strength 

while shapechanged.  You may not use this strength to meet the strength prerequisite for fighter 

abilities. 

 

 

Natural Weapon Focus: Each time you purchase this skill, the damage done by your natural weapons 

increases by 1. 

 

Oversized claws: Purchasing this skill allows you to call the massive tagline with your natural 

weapons.  This requires you to have +8 strength while in shapechange form. 

 

Disease claws: Purchasing this skill allows you to call the disease tagline with your natural weapons.  

This requires you to have purchased Natural Weapon Focus twice and the disease immunity skill. 

 

Toughness: Purchasing this skill grants you Toughness 1 while in shapechange form.  This makes you 

immune to normal sap, and reduces all physical damage taken by 1.  Your toughness may never be 

higher than your strength. 

 

Additional Toughness: Purchasing this skill improves your toughness while in shapgchanged form by 

1.  This can improve your toughness up to a maximum of 4.  When your toughness reaches 4, you are 

immune to empowered saps in addition to normal saps.  Your toughness may never be higher than your 

strength. 
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Alchemy List 
 

Light: A light elixir is represented by a glowstick.  The light elixir lasts as long as the glowstick lasts.  

Alternatively, you can wrap the end of a flashlight in gauze or thick paper to diffuse the light, and the 

elixir lasts for an hour. 

 

Cure elixirs: A cure elixir heals the creature for the amount listed.  This works on all creatures, whether 

they are healed by positive or negative energy. 

 

Life elixir: This potent alchemical elixir brings life back to a dead target.  The target is brought back to 

life at 0 health, unconscious, but stable. 

 

Remove Disease elixir: An elixir that removes all diseases from the subject's system.  This effect works 

on creatures healed by either positive or negative energy. 

 

Alchemy Elixirs 

Name 
Production

Cost 

Minimum Points Spent in Brew 

Alchemy needed to Create 
Type Extendable 

Light 1 - General Yes 

Stickiness 2 - General No 

Slipperiness 2 - General No 

Cure 2 1 - Ingested Yes 

Cure 4 2 - Ingested Yes 

Cure 8 4 - Ingested Yes 

Cure 16 6 - Ingested Yes 

Remove Disease 3 - Ingested No 

Cure Poison 6 - Ingested No 

Life 15 25 Ingested, Potent No 

+5 damage 1 - Coating No 

+10 damage 3 - Coating No 

+25 damage 5 8 Coating No 

Cure 2 2 - Thrown Yes 

Cure 4 3 - Thrown Yes 

Cure 8 5 - Thrown Yes 

Cure 16 7 - Thrown Yes 

5 acid 2 - Thrown Yes 

10 acid 4 - Thrown Yes 

20 acid 6 9 Thrown Yes 

40 acid 9 14 Thrown, Potent No 

5 fire 2 - Thrown Yes 

10 fire 4 - Thrown Yes 
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20 fire 6 9 Thrown Yes 

40 fire 9 14 Thrown, Potent No 

Wildfire 15 25 Thrown, Potent No 

Rust Vial 8 12 Thrown No 

 

Stickiness: By applying a stickiness elixir on an object, using a 3-count, you cause the next creature to 

come in contact with the object to be stuck to the object for 1 hour.  This may only be removed by a 

slipperiness elixir or by destroying the object or limb attached.  If you have a weapon stuck to a hand, 

you are immune to disarm, however, you may not use that hand for anything besides wielding the 

weapon. 

 

Slipperiness: By applying a slipperiness elixir on an object, using a 3-count, you cause the object to be 

so slick that it is unable to be gripped.  If applied to a hand, that hand may not be used to wield a 

weapon.  Spells and packet based attacks may still be used.  If applied to a weapon, no one may wield 

the weapon.  This effect lasts for 1 hour.  Only a stickiness elixir may negate a slipperiness elixir, 

nullifying both elixirs in the process. 

 

Remove Poison elixir: An elixir that removes all poisons from the subject's system.  This includes 

inebriation.  This effect works on creatures healed by either positive or negative energy. 

 

Damage Coatings: By applying the coating to the striking end of a weapon, you cause the next attack to 

deal extra damage as indicated.  The damage type of the weapon changes to “acid”.  So, if you 

normally do 5 points of damage with a longsword, and you apply a +5 elixir, instead of calling “5 

damage” you call “10 acid”. 

 

Acid vials: A thrown acid vial deals the indicated damage if it strikes the target.  Acid vials must hit the 

target first.  If they are blocked by a shield or weapon, or bounce off of the ground or object, they are 

rendered inert and do no damage to the recipient.  When throwing an acid vial, you must say “X acid”, 

where X is the amount of damage of the vial.  You then have 3 seconds to toss the vial.  If you toss the 

vial before you say the tagline, no damage is done.  If you wait longer than 3 seconds to throw the vial, 

the vial becomes inert and is wasted. 

 

Alchemist Fire vials: A thrown alchemist fire vial deals the indicated damage if it strikes the target.  

Fire vials must hit the target first.  If they are blocked by a shield or weapon, or bounce off of the 

ground or object, they are rendered inert and do no damage to the recipient.  When throwing an 

alchemist fire vial, you must say “X flaming”, where X is the amount of damage of the vial.  You then 

have 3 seconds to toss the vial.  If you toss the vial before you say the tagline, no damage is done.  If 

you wait longer than 3 seconds to throw the vial, the vial becomes inert and is wasted. 

 

Wildfire vial: The height of an alchemists prowess, a wildfire vial deals 100 points of damage to a 

recipient.  If it strikes a subject's non-magical weapon or shield, it deals no damage to the subject, 

however, the weapon or shield is destroyed.  When throwing a wildfire vial, you must say “wildfire – 

100 flaming”.  You then have 3 seconds to toss the vial.  If you toss the vial before you say the tagline, 

no damage is done.  If you wait longer than 3 seconds to throw the vial, the vial becomes inert and is 

wasted.  Wildfire can destroy any precious metal(including but not limited to: bone, wood, iron, steel, 

silver, gold, mithral, and crystal/gems). 
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Rust Vial: A thrown rust vial utterly destroys a target's weapon or armor until the next reset, or until he 

gets it repaired.  When throwing a rust vial, you must say “Rust – Armor”, “Rust – Shield”, “Rust – 

Weapon”, or “Rust - Item”.  If you wish to rust a subject's weapon, you must describe the weapon in 

some way so that there is no question as to the weapon you are directing the attack to.  For example, if 

someone is holding a longsword you can say “Rust – longsword” or “Rust – onehanded sword”.  

However, if you say “rust – dagger”, and the subject has no dagger, then the vial has no effect.  If a 

thrown rust vial hits anywhere on the subject's body, the target takes the effect of the vial where you 

named.  If the subject blocks the vial with a shield, the shield is rusted (if it can be rusted), and the vial 

is then inert.  Semi-precious metals can be rusted this way(Iron, steel, cold iron, and silver). 

 

Poisons List 
 

Poison List 

Name 
Production 

Cost 

Minimum Points spent in Brew 

Poison needed to Create 
Type Extendable 

Cause 4 1 - Ingested Yes 

Cause 12 2 - Ingested Yes 

Cause 24 4 - Ingested Yes 

Disease 3 - Ingested No 

Berserk 5 - Ingested No 

Sleep 5 - Ingested No 

Slow Death 5 - Ingested No 

Curse 6 - Ingested No 

Instant Death 8 12 Ingested No 

Slow Death 7 10 Coating No 

Sleep 8 12 Coating No 

Curse 10 15 Coating No 

Instant Death 13 20 Coating No 

Cause 4 2 - Gas Yes 

Cause 12 5 - Gas Yes 

Cause 24 7 10 Gas Yes 

Disease 6 - Gas No 

Berserk 9 14 Gas No 

Slow Death 9 14 Gas No 

Sleep 10 15 Gas No 

Curse 12 18 Gas No 

Instant Death 15 25 Gas No 

 

Cause Poisons: A creature that is affected by a cause poison immediately takes the amount of damage 

listed.  This affects creatures, whether or not they are healed by positive or negative energy. 
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Berserk: A creature afflicted with a berserk poison must immediately attack the nearest creature to the 

best of his ability.  If he has alchemy, poisons, or spells, he must start with whichever causes the most 

damage, starting with instant death abilities.  For example, if a creature has a critical strike, level 4 

spells, and calls 6 damage... he would start by using his critical strike, then proceed at his most 

powerful spells, working his way down his column until he has no more spells that do more than 6 

damage, then proceed to attack every nearby creature with his weapon until he is subdued or slain. 

 

Slow Death: A creature that is affected by a slow death poison immediately falls to the ground writhing 

in agony.  He is unable to attack, defend, cast spells, or use any abilities besides any resists.  He is only 

able to do a slow crawl (crawling at ¼ normal crawl speed).  He may not be killing striken until 

subdued.  If the target does not get a remove poison or remedy in 1 minute, he dies. 

 

Instant Death: A creature that is affected by an instant death poison immediately falls to the ground, 

dead. 

 

Disease: A creature that is affected by a disease poison takes a -2 penalty to strength.  He does 2 less 

damage with all melee and ranged attacks.  He may no longer run.  He is limited to half his normal 

speed.  A disease is automatically removed at the end of every event (not reset). 

 

Sleep: A creature that is affected by a sleep poison immediately falls asleep, unconscious.  He may be 

killing striken.  A sleeping creature can be awakened by taking any amount of damage or shaking for 5 

seconds. 

 

Weakness: A creature that is affected by a weakness poison takes a -5 penalty on strength, and may no 

longer run.  He does 5 less damage with all melee and ranged attacks.  He is limited to ¼ his normal 

speed (no running or jogging – one foot must be on the ground at all times).  A creature under the effect 

of weakness may NOT call massive taglines unless still has the appropriate strength AFTER the 

weakness (+3 for critical strike and +4 for deadly strike). A weakness is automatically removed at the 

end of every event. 

 

 

Arcane Spell List 
B = Buff, C = Confining, D = Defensive, E = Elemental, O = Offensive(non-elemental), G = 

General, M = Mind-effecting 

Spell Name Level Scroll B C D E O G M Description 

Light 1       X  Glowstick until expiration, or dim flashlight for 1 hour 

Mage Hand 1       X  Move small objects; usable on mods only 

Magic Weapon 1  X       Calls magic tagline for 1 swing 

Lesser Shield 1    X     Absorbs next spell of 2nd level or lower 

Detect Magic 1       X  Detects magic on one object 

Acid Splash 1 X    X    8 acid packet 

Magic Missile 1 X     X   Deals 5 arcane damage to target 

Cause Fear 2        X Target runs away for 10 seconds 
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Orb of Ice 2 X    X    15 ice packet 

Orb of Fire 2 X    X    15 fire packet 

Charm Monster 2        X 
NPC, non humanoid (goblin, giant, etc), charmed for 5 

minutes 

Elemental Weapon, 

Lesser 
2  X       +5 elemental damage for 1 swing, type chosen at casting 

Trap 2   X      Targets legs becomes immobile, 5min, requires +2str to break 

Elemental Shield 2    X     Protects against next elemental attack of 30 damage or less 

Lightning Bolt 3 X    X    30 lightning packet 

Control Mindless 

Undead 
3        X Controls mindless, lesser undead for 5 minutes 

Charm Humanoid 3        X NPC, humanoid, charmed for 5min 

Destroy Weapon 3      X   Destroys one non-precious weapon 

Armor 3    X     
Natural Toughness 1(protects against sap), stacks with armor, 

lasts 1 reset. 

Bind 3   X      
Targets arms and legs are rendered immobile, requires +4str to 

break 

Silence 3      X   
Target can not speak/cast for 5min, target can still attack with 

weapons and blasts 

Charm 4        X 
PC or NPC is charmed for 5min, will not do things against 

their morals or suicidal 

Fireball 4 X    X    Three 30 flaming packets 

Greater Magic Weapon 4  X       Weapon calls magic tagline for 1 reset 

Web 4   X      As Bind, but requires +6str to break 

Elemental Shield, 

Greater 
4    X     Next elemental attack of 100 or less is nullified 

Stun 4        X Target is stunned for 10 seconds, CAN be killing strikeed. 

Bull's Str 4  X       CASTER gains +2str for 1 reset, non-stacking. 

Doom 5      X   Target is dead 

Superior Magic Weapon 5  X       Weapon becomes +1 magic for 1 reset 

Polar Ray 5 X    X    Three 50 ice packets 

Wrack 5      X   Construct or elemental takes 100 damage 

Lesser Immunity 5    X     Immune to level 1 and 2 spells 

Stoneskin 5    X     
Natural toughness 3(protects against sap), stacks with armor, 

lasts 1 reset. 

Disintigrate 6      X   Target is dead, must rez immediately. 

Meteor Swarm 6     X    
3 packets, can choose to have each packet be "100 flaming" or 

"100 massive" 

Juggernaut 6  X       
YOU gain +6str, proficient with all weapons, toughness 10, 

gain 50 temporary hp, CAN NOT CAST, for 5 minutes 
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Arcane Spell Descriptions 
 

Level 1 
Light 

Verbal: “A light to illuminate our path” 

Tagline: “Light” 

Description: Lights up the area around the caster.  This is phys-repped by using cracking a glowstick.  

The light spell lasts as long as the glowstick does.  If a glowstick is not available, a flashlight that is 

dimmed to the light of the glowstick will suffice.  In this case, the duration of the spell is 1 hour. 

 

Mage Hand 

Verbal: “Let the arcane be my hand” 

Tagline: “Mage Hand” 

Description: MOD ONLY.  You are able to manipulate small objects with your mental might.  The 

weight to be moved may not be more than 5 pounds.  Additionally, the range of this spell is 30 feet 

from the caster.  Anything you can physically do with those limitations, you can do with this spell.  The 

duration of this spell is for one action only, for a maximum of 10 seconds.  For example, while on a 

mod you can use this spell to retrieve the key from a nearby wall and bring it to your hand, or to tap a 

guard on the shoulder. 

 

Magic Weapon 

Verbal: “I enchant this blade with magic” 

Tagline: “Magic Weapon” 

Description: You touch the weapon and imbue it with a tiny spark of magic.  The next swing with that 

weapon calls the “magic” timeline instead of the usual tagline.   

 

Lesser Shield 

Verbal: “A magic shield to protect you” 

Tagline: “Lesser Shield” 

Description: The next level 1 or 2 spell that targets the recipient is negated.  If a higher level spell 

affects the target, the shield is NOT used up, but remains intact. 

 

Detect Magic 

Verbal: “I call upon the arcane arts to detect the magic in this vessel” 

Tagline: “Detect Magic” 

Description: As per the ability of the same name.  You must touch the item you wish to cast Detect 

magic on, and say the verbal and tagline.  You will then know if it is magical or not, but not what kind 

of enchantment is upon it. 

 

Acid Splash 

Verbal: “A splash of acid to cause you pain” 

Tagline: “8 acid” 

Description: Target takes 8 points of acid damage. 

 

Magic Missile 

Verbal: “Magic Missile” 

Tagline: “5 arcane” or “5 energy” 
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Description: Target takes 5 points of magical damage. 

 

 

Level 2 
Cause Fear 

Verbal: “Flee from me in terror!” 

Tagline: “Cause Fear” 

Description: After hitting the target with the spell packet, the target must DROP HIS HELD 

WEAPONS and run away from the caster for 10 seconds at full speed.  If a wall or other obstacle 

blocks his way, he attempts to go around it.  If there is no way around, he faces the wall with his back 

to the caster, cowering in fear. 

 

 

Control Lesser Undead 

Verbal: “With the power of undeath, I control your mindless body” 

Tagline: “Control Undead” 

Description: The target undead, if mindless, is under the control of the caster for 5 minutes.  He obeys 

all orders, even suicidal ones such as “kill yourself”, to the best of his ability.  Only the following 

commands are valid: “Protect me”, “Protect him/her”(pointing to someone), “Kill”(in which case he 

will kill everyone except the caster and himself, “Kill him/her” (pointing to someone), “Kill yourself”, 

and “Defend this area”.  After 5 minutes, if the undead is still intact, he goes about his previous orders 

before the spell was cast. 

 

Orb of Fire 

Verbal: “I strike you with an orb of fire” 

Tagline: “15 flaming” 

Description: Target takes 15 points of fire damage 

 

Orb of Ice 

Verbal: “I strike you with an orb of ice” 

Tagline: “15 ice” 

Description: Target takes 15 points of cold damage 

 

Charm Monster 

Verbal: “I charm you to do as I wish” 

Tagline: “Charm Monster” 

Description: The target non-humanoid NPC is under the control of the caster for 5 minutes.  He obeys 

all orders, except obviously suicidal ones such as “kill yourself”, to the best of his ability.  A creature 

acts upon his orders based off of his intelligence.  A semi-intelligent creature will not attempt to swim 

through lava, for example.  If a common language is not known, only limited communication is 

possible.  In this case, only the following commands are valid: “Protect me”, “Protect 

him/her”(pointing to someone), “Kill”(in which case he will kill everyone except the caster and himself, 

“Kill him/her” (pointing to someone), and “Defend this area.”  After 5 minutes, if the creature is still 

intact, he goes about his previous business before the spell was cast.  He does, however, remember that 

you charmed him and everything you forced him to do, and may come after the caster in retribution. 

 

Elemental Weapon, Lesser 

Verbal: “I enchant my blade with <element>” 
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Tagline: “Lesser Elemental Weapon” 

Description: You touch the weapon and imbue it with a tiny spark of elemental magic.  The next swing 

with that weapon calls the flaming, acid, ice, or electricity tagline, in addition to +5 damage.  For 

example, if you normally deal “5 normal”, you may deal “10 flaming” for your next swing after casting 

this spell. 

 

Trap 

Verbal: “I bind your feet to the ground” 

Tagline: “Trap” 

Description: The target's feet are stuck to the ground for five minutes.  They are unable to move their 

feet.  Their upper body is still free to act however they wish, including casting spells or swinging 

weapons.  A flying creature or any creature with +4 strength or more is immune to this effect.  A 

creature with at least +2 strength may “break” the trap by counting 2 seconds aloud.  After being hit 

with a trap, the creature says “breaking 1, breaking 2, SNAP” signifying their great strength has broken 

the trap.  A creature with +4 strength or greater may simply say “BREAK” signifying that their great 

strength has broken the trap. 

 

Elemental Shield 

Verbal: “An elemental shield to protect you” 

Tagline: “Elemental Shield” 

Description: The next elemental attack of 30 damage or less that hits you or your carried objects 

(including weapons or shield) is negated, as if it didn't hit you.  This spell only blocks against acid, cold, 

electricity, or fire damage. 

 

 

Level 3 
Lightning Bolt 

Verbal: “I blast you with a lightning bolt” 

Tagline: “30 lightning” 

Description: Target takes 30 points of lightning damage. 

 

Charm Humanoid 

Verbal: “I charm you to do as I wish” 

Tagline: “Charm humanoid” 

Description: The target humanoid NPC is under the control of the caster for 5 minutes.  Humanoids 

include, but are not limited to: humans, elves, gnomes, draconics, weres, dwarves, avis, etc...  He obeys 

all orders, except obviously suicidal ones such as “kill yourself”, to the best of his ability.  A creature 

will not attempt to swim through lava, for example.  If a common language is not known, only limited 

communication is possible.  In this case, only the following commands are valid: “Protect me”, 

“Protect him/her”(pointing to someone), “Kill”(in which case he will kill everyone except the caster 

and himself, “Kill him/her” (pointing to someone), and “Defend this area.”  After 5 minutes, if the 

creature is still intact, he goes about his previous business before the spell was cast.  He does, however, 

remember that you charmed him and everything you forced him to do, and may come after the caster in 

retribution. 

 

Acid Burst 

Verbal: “I shower you with a rain of acid” 

Tagline: “15 acid” 
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Description: After saying the verbal and tagline, you have three 15-acid packets.  You only have to say 

the verbal before the first packet.  You only have to call the tagline for the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 packets.  You 

have three seconds after releasing one packet to throw the next. 

 

Control Undead (lesser) 

Verbal: “I command this mindless undead to do my bidding” 

Tagline: “Control Lesser Undead” 

Description: The targeted lesser undead is completely under your control for 5 minutes, or one combat.  

He obeys all orders, even suicidal ones.  Only the following commands are valid, since lesser undead 

are typically mindless creatures: “Protect me”, “Protect him/her”(pointing to someone), “Kill”(in which 

case he will kill everyone except the caster and himself, “Kill him/her” (pointing to someone), “Kill 

yourself” and “Defend this area.”    After 5 minutes, or one combat, if the creature is still intact, he goes 

about his previous business before the spell was cast. 

 

Destroy 

Verbal: “With eldritch might I destroy your <weapon/shield>” 

Tagline: “Destroy <weapon/shield>” 

Description:  When casting this spell, you must say “Destroy – Armor”, “Destroy – Shield”, “Destroy – 

Weapon”, or “Destroy - <item name>”.  If you wish to destroy a subject's weapon, you must describe 

the weapon in some way so that there is no question as to the weapon you are directing the attack to.  

For example, if someone is holding a longsword you can say “Destroy – longsword” or “Destroy – 

onehanded sword”.  However, if you say “Destroy – dagger”, and the subject has no dagger, then the 

spell has no effect.  If the spell packet hits anywhere on the subject's body, including the shield, the 

target takes the effect of the vial where you named.  Destroy works on all cheap and standard materials, 

plus silver. 

 

Armor 

Verbal: “I grant you arcane toughness” 

Tagline: “Armor” 

Description: Until the next reset, the recipient gains 1 natural toughness.  This stacks with any armor 

the subject is wearing.  This is similar to armor toughness, in that it reduces all physical damage by 1.  

In addition, natural toughness 1 also causes you to be immune to sap, but not an empowered sap. 

 

Bind 

Verbal: “I bind your limbs with arcane power” 

Tagline: “Bind” 

Description: The target's arms and legs are restrained for 5 minutes, or until combat ends.  They are 

unable to move their arms and legs.  They can still talk, and possibly yell for help.  Creatures with +6 

strength or more is immune to this.  A creature with at least +4 strength and less than +6 strength may 

“break” the bind by counting for 4 seconds aloud.  After being hit with a bind, the creature says 

“breaking 1, breaking 2, breaking 3, breaking 4, SNAP” signifying their great strength has broken the 

bind. 

 

Silence 

Verbal: “Speak no more” 

Tagline: “Silence” 

Description: The target is rendered silent and unable to speak for the next 5 minutes, or until combat 

ends.  They may no longer cast spells.  The target may still call damage and taglines from abilities, 
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such as from elemental blasts and acids or poisons.  They may also use any innate abilities, such as a 

dragon's breath or medusa's stare. 

 

 

Level 4 
Charm 

Verbal: “I charm you to do as I wish” 

Tagline: “Charm” 

Description: The target humanoid PC or NPC is under the control of the caster for 5 minutes.  A 

creature acts upon his orders based off of his intelligence.  A semi-intelligent creature will not attempt 

to swim through lava, for example. He obeys all orders, except obviously suicidal ones such as “kill 

yourself”, to the best of his ability.  A creature will not attempt to swim through lava, for example.  If a 

common language is not known, only limited communication is possible.  In this case, only the 

following commands are valid: “Protect me”, “Protect him/her”(pointing to someone), “Kill”(in which 

case he will kill everyone except the caster and himself, “Kill him/her” (pointing to someone), and 

“Defend this area.”  After 5 minutes, if the creature is still intact, he goes about his previous business 

before the spell was cast.  He does, however, remember that you charmed him and everything you 

forced him to do, and may come after the caster in retribution. 

 

Fireball 

Verbal: “Explode in fire!” 

Tagline: “30 flaming” 

Description: After saying the verbal and tagline, you have three 30-flaming packets.  You only have to 

say the verbal before the first packet.  You only have to call the tagline for the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 packets.  You 

have three seconds after releasing one packet to throw the next. 

 

Greater Magic Weapon 

Verbal: “I enchant this blade with persistent magic” 

Tagline: “Greater Magic Weapon” 

Description: You touch the weapon and imbue it with a spark of magic.  For the rest of the day (either 

until reset or the rest of the event), the touched weapon calls the “magic” timeline instead of the usual 

tagline. 

 

Web 

Verbal: “I encase your body in a magical web” 

Tagline: “Web” 

Description: The target's arms and legs are restrained for 5 minutes, or until combat ends.  They are 

unable to move their arms and legs.  This is a stronger version of the Bind spell, except that they can 

not talk or speak.  They can still perceive their surroundings, but can not interact with it in any way.  

Creatures with +8 strength or more is immune to this.  A creature with at least +6 strength and less than 

+8 strength may “break” the web by counting aloud for 6 seconds.  After being hit with a web, the 

creature says “breaking 1, breaking 2, breaking 3, breaking 4, breaking 5, breaking 6, SNAP” 

signifying their great strength has broken the web. 

 

Elemental Shield, Greater 

Verbal: “An elemental shield to protect you” 

Tagline: “Elemental Shield, Greater” 

Description: The next elemental attack of 100 damage or less that hits you or your carried objects 
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(including weapons or shield) is negated, as if it didn't hit you.  This spell only blocks against acid, cold, 

electricity, or fire damage. 

 

Stun 

Verbal: “I overpower your mind with arcane power” 

Tagline: “Stun” 

Description: The target is stunned and unable to act for 10 seconds.  The target may be killing strikeed 

while under the effect of Stun.  Note that stun does not work against mindless creatures. 

 

Bull's Strength 

Verbal: “I empower myself with strength” 

Tagline: “Bull's Strength” 

Description: The CASTER gains +2 strength for the rest of the day (either until reset or the end of the 

game).  This increases melee damage by 2 and allows for various feats of strength. 

 

 

Level 5 

Doom 

Verbal: “With arcane might, I sever your link to this world” 

Tagline: “Doom” 

Description: The target creature it's soul displaced from it's body.  The creature immediately dies.  

Since this works on the creature's soul, creatures without souls are immune.  This includes, but is not 

limited to: Constructs, Undead, … 

Superior Magic Weapon 

Verbal: “I enchant this blade with greater persistent magic” 

Tagline: “Superior Magic Weapon” 

Description: You touch the weapon and imbue it with a spark of magic.  For the rest of the day (either 

until reset or the rest of the event), the touched weapon calls the “magic” timeline instead of the usual 

tagline.  In addition, damage with the weapon improves by 1.  For example, if your normal weapon 

damage is “8 normal”, with this spell active you will dead “9 magic”. 

 

Polar Ray 

Verbal: “I call down a blizzard upon my foes” 

Tagline: “50 ice” 

Description: After saying the verbal and tagline, you have three 50-ice packets.  You only have to say 

the verbal before the first packet.  You only have to call the tagline for the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 packets.  You 

have three seconds after releasing one packet to throw the next. 

 

Wrack 

Verbal: “With arcane might, I sever your magical existance” 

Tagline: “Wrack - 150 magic” 

Description: The elemental or construct takes 150 points of magical damage, bypassing toughness and 

any spell shields.  This is non-elemental, untyped raw magical energy.  If the targeted creature is not an 

elemental or construct, the spell has no effect. 

 

Lesser Immunity 

Verbal: “A persistent magical shield to protect you from magics” 

Tagline: “Lesser Immunity” 
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Description: The targeted creature is immune to all level 1 and 2 spells.  He may lower the shield at 

will to accept beneficial effects. 

  

Stoneskin 

Verbal: “I harden my skin against the attacks of others”  

Tagline: “Stoneskin” 

Description: The CASTER gains natural toughness of 3.  This stacks with any armor the caster may be 

wearing.  Since this is natural toughness, it makes the creature immune to sap, but not an empowered 

sap. 

 

 

Level 6 
Disintegrate 

Verbal: “I curse you to die a thousand deaths!” 

Tagline: “Disintegrate” 

Description: The target struck dies, and their body immediately turns to dust.  The target creature must 

immediately go to logistics and resurrect.  The only protection against this spell is that if a Revivify is 

active on the creature, he immediately returns back to life at 1 health.  In this case, he does not lose a 

life, however, all active spell shields and abilities are removed from the target creature. 

 

Meteor Storm 

Verbal: “I call down the heavens upon my foes” 

Tagline: “100 flaming” or “100 massive” 

Description: After saying the verbal and tagline, you have three packets that can either be “100 

flaming” or “100 massive”.  You only have to say the verbal before the first packet.  You only have to 

call the tagline for the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 packets.  You have three seconds after releasing one packet to throw 

the next.  Like most massive attacks, this affects the target creature even if blocked by a shield.  Note 

that 100 elemental damage will likely destroy most non-magical weapons and shields. 

 

Juggernaut 

Verbal: “The power of the arcane flows through me, I am invincible!” 

Tagline: “Juggernaut” 

Description: You gain +6 strength, proficiency with all weapons, natural toughness of 10, and 50 

temporary health for the next 5 minutes, or until combat ends.  During this time you CAN NOT CAST 

spells.  The natural toughness causes you to be immune to sap and empowered sap.  Any damage you 

take removes the temporary health first, and then your normal health. 
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Divine Spell List 
B = Buff, D = Defensive, G = General, H = Healing(Positive Energy), N = Negative Energy, U = 

Undead damage (Positive Energy) 

Spell Name Level Scroll D G H N U Description 

Cure Light Wounds 1 X   X   Heals for 2hp 

Cure Disease 1    X    

Inflict Light Wounds 1 X    X  Harms 2hp, 1 packet 

Lesser Shield 1  X     Protects against next level 2 or below spell 

Inflict Disease 1     X   

Turn Undead 1      X Fear Undead for 10 seconds, 1 packet 

Aid 1    X   Gain 5 temporary health.  These are the first to go. 

Smite Undead 1      X Harms undead for 8 damage 

Cure Moderate 

Wounds 
2 X   X   Heals for 8hp 

Curse 2 X    X  Target suffers curse, -5str and ¼ speed. 

Inflict Moderate 

Wounds 
2 X    X  Harms 8hp, 1 packet 

Elude Undead 2     X  Lesser undead do not attack 

Remove Curse 2    X   Removes curse from target 

Control Undead 2     X  Control Mindless, Lesser Undead, 1 packet 

Detect Undead 2   X    Detect Undead in 20ft radius 

Negative Energy 

Shield, Lesser 
2  X  X   

Protects against next level 4 or below negative energy spell (inflict, 

etc…) 

Cure Serious Wounds 3 X   X   Heals for 16hp 

Healing Hands 3    X   
For the next 5 minutes, you may lay on hands as per the paladin 

ability. 

Inflict Poison 3     X   

Cure Poison 3    X    

Inflict Serious Wounds 3 X    X  Harms 16hp, 1 packet 

Disrupt Undead 3 X     X Harms undead for 40 damage 

Toxin Shield 3  X     Next disease or poison is absorbed 

Bone Armor 3  X   X  1 point of natural toughness, does not stack with armor 

Revive 4 X   X   1 minute cast, target is resurrected at 0hp. 

Cure Critical Wounds 4    X   Target is healed 32 health 

Lesser Restore 4    X   
Target is cured of one status effect, such as disease, poison, curse, 

stun, silence, etc... 

Inflict Critical Wounds 4 X    X  Harms 32hp, 1 packet 

Destroy Undead 4      X Lesser undead is destroyed, 75 damage to greater undead 

Negative Energy 

Shield, Greater 
4  X  X   Stops next negative energy spell. 

Create Skeleton 4     X   

Sleep 4   X    Target is asleep 
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Resurrection 5    X   Target is resurrected at 1hp 

Divine Protection 5  X     Next level 5 or below spell is negated, absorbs the next crit 

Heal 5 X   X   Target is healed to their max health 

Greater Restore 5    X   Target is cured of all ongoing status effects 

Harm 5 X    X  Harms 64hp, 1 packet 

De-animate 5      X Destroy Undead, 3 packets 

Create Ghoul 5     X   

Paralyze 5   X    Target is paralyzed and may not move. 

True Resurrection 6    X   Target is resurrected and returned to full health 

Death 6     X  Target is reduced to dead status 

Create Wraith 6     X   

Divine Intervention 6  X     
Next attack or spell that reduces you to dead status, instead reduces 

you to 1 health. 

 

 

Divine Spell Descriptions 
 

Level 1 

Cure Light Wounds 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I cure light wounds” 

Tagline: “Cure Wounds 2” 

Description: Target is healed of 2 points of damage. 

 

Cure Disease 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I cure all diseases that ail you” 

Tagline: “Cure Disease” 

Description: Target is healed of all diseases. 

 

Inflict Disease 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I inflict you with a disease” 

Tagline: “Inflict Disease” 

Description: Causes target to be diseased.  Diseased targets call -2 damage with physical attacks, and 

may only move at half speed.  

 

Inflict Light Wounds 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I inflict light wounds upon you” 

Tagline: “Inflict Wounds 2” 

Description: Causes target 2 points of damage. 

 

Lesser Shield 

Verbal: “I call upon the power of the divine to grant me a boon to protect me” 

Tagline: “Lesser Shield” 

Description: Target is protected against the next level 1 or 2 spell that would normally affect him. 
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Turn Undead 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I turn this undead before me” 

Tagline: “Turn undead” 

Description:  After hitting the targeted undead with a spell packet, he is turned for 10 seconds.  Turning 

has the same effect as the fear spell.  The target must DROP HIS HELD WEAPONS and run away 

from the caster for 10 seconds at full speed.  If a wall or other obstacle blocks his way, he attempts to 

go around it.  If there is no way around, he faces the wall with his back to the caster, cowering in fear. 

 

Smite Undead 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I smite this undead abomination” 

Tagline: “Smite Undead – 8” 

Description: The targeted undead takes 8 points of magical damage. 

 

Aid 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I grant you a temporary gift” 

Tagline: “Aid” 

Description: Target gains 5 temporary health that lasts one reset, or until removed.  Temporary health is 

the first lost.  Once the 5 temporary health are lost, they may not be healed back. 

 

 

Level 2 
Cure Moderate Wounds 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I cure moderate wounds” 

Tagline: “Cure 8” 

Description: Target is healed of 8 points of damage. 

 

Inflict Moderate Wounds 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I inflict moderate wounds upon you” 

Tagline: “Inflict Wounds 8” 

Description: Causes target 8 points of damage. 

 

Elude Undead 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I wish you to perceive me as one of your” 

Tagline: “Elude Undead” 

Description: All non-intelligent undead in the area perceive the caster as undead.  If the caster performs 

any hostile actions towards any undead, the spell ends. 

 

Inflict Curse 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I inflict you with a terrible curse of weakness” 

Tagline: “Inflict Curse” 

Description: The target is effected with a curse.  He takes a -5 penalty to strength. He does 5 less 

damage with all melee and ranged attacks.  He is limited to ¼ his normal speed (no running or jogging 

– one foot must be on the ground at all times).  A creature under the effect of curse may NOT call 

massive taglines unless still has the appropriate strength AFTER the curse (+3 for critical strike and +4 

for deadly strike). The curse inflicted by this spell is removed after one hour. 

 

Remove Curse 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I remove this curse from your spirit” 
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Tagline: “Remove Curse” 

Description: Removes curse and other curses from the target. 

 

Control Undead 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I control these empty shells” 

Tagline: “Control Undead” 

Description: The target undead, if mindless, is under the control of the caster for 5 minutes.  He obeys 

all orders, even suicidal ones such as “kill yourself”, to the best of his ability.  Only the following 

commands are valid: “Protect me”, “Protect him/her”(pointing to someone), “Kill”(in which case he 

will kill everyone except the caster and himself, “Kill him/her” (pointing to someone), “Kill yourself”, 

and “Defend this area”.  After 5 minutes, if the undead is still intact, he goes about his previous orders 

before the spell was cast. 

 

Detect Undead 

Verbal: “I call upon the powers of the divine to detect all undead before me” 

Tagline: “Detect Undead – 20 foot radius” 

Description: Upon casting this spell, the caster knows if any creatures in the spell’s radius are undead.  

After the tagline is said, all undead in the area must notify the caster he is undead by either raising his 

hand or verbally letting him know.  Caster must have line of sight to undead in order for this spell to 

work. 

 

Negative Energy Shield, Lesser 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I grant you a shield to ward you from negative energy” 

Tagline: “Negative energy shield - Lesser” 

Description: The next level 4 or below negative energy divine spell is negated. 

 

 

Level 3 
Cure Serious Wounds 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I cure serious wounds” 

Tagline: “Cure 16” 

Description: Target is healed of 16 points of damage. 

 

Inflict Serious Wounds 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I inflict serious wounds upon you” 

Tagline: “Inflict Wounds 16” 

Description: Causes target 16 points of damage. 

 

Healing Hands 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I transfer your wounds upon myself”  

Tagline: “Healing Hands” 

Description: For the next 5 minutes, or one combat, you may transfer others wounds to yourself.  This 

is done by placing your hands inches from the target and saying “Healing Hands 1, Healing Hands 2, 

Healing Hands 3” and then saying the amount of damage you want to transfer to yourself.   The target 

is healed that amount, and you take that much damage.  You may not absorb enough damage to take 

you below 1 health.  
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Cure Poison 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I cure you of all poisons in your system” 

Tagline: “Cure Poison” 

Description: Target is cured of all poisons in their system. 

 

Inflict Poison 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I inflict you with a deadly poison” 

Tagline: “Inflict Poison” 

Description: Target is inflicted with a deadly poison.  They take 1 point of damage per minute, and if 

not cured after 1 hour, is struck dead. 

 

Disrupt Undead 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I disrupt this undead abomination” 

Tagline: “Smite Undead – 40” 

Description: The targeted undead takes 40 points of damage. 

 

Toxin Shield 

Verbal: “I call upon the power of the divine to grant you protection from toxins” 

Tagline: “Toxin Shield” 

Description: The target is protected against the next poison that would effect him. 

 

Bone Armor 

Verbal: “I shroud myself in necromantic might” 

Tagline: “Bone Armor” 

Description: The recipient gains natural toughness of 1.  This stacks with any armor the target may be 

wearing.  Since this is natural toughness, it makes the creature immune to sap, but not an empowered 

sap. 

 

 

Level 4 
Revive 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I stitch this body back together” 

Tagline: “Revive – 0 health” 

Description: This spell takes one minute to cast.  While this spell is being cast, the target’s dead 

bleeding count is paused.  The target is restored to life, but is unconscious with 0 health.  This spell has 

no effect if cast on a living target, nor does it have any effect if cast on an undead. 

 

Cure Critical Wounds 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I cure critical wounds” 

Tagline: “Cure 32” 

Description: Target is healed of 32 points of damage. 

 

Destroy Undead 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I destroy this undead abomination” 

Tagline: “Destroy Undead” 

Description: Lesser undead is utterly destroyed.  Greater undead is harmed 75 points of damage. 
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Lesser Restore 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I restore you from one ailment that afflicts you” 

Tagline: “Lesser Restore” 

Description: The target is cured of one of the following status effects: disease, curse, weakness, poison, 

silence, sleep, stun, paralyze, charm, dominate, and fear.  The TARGET chooses which status effect to 

remove, not the caster. 

 

Inflict Critical Wounds 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I inflict critical wounds upon you” 

Tagline: “Inflict Wounds 32” 

Description: Causes target 32 points of damage. 

 

Sleep 

Verbal: “Sleep now – be still” 

Tagline: “sleep” 

Description: Target is put to sleep for 10 minutes.  Target may be shaken awake by shaking them for 10 

seconds.  To do this, you must roleplay shaking the target and say “shaking 1”, “shaking 2”, … 

“shaking 10”. 

 

Negative Energy Shield, Greater 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I grant you a shield to ward you from death” 

Tagline: “Negative Energy Shield – Greater” 

Description: This spell protects against the next negative energy spell that affects you. 

  

Create Skeleton 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I create a skeletal servant to guard me” 

Tagline: “Create Skeleton” 

Description: You convert the targeted corpse into a skeleton under your absolute control.  The creature 

loses all skills possessed in life.  They gain +2 strength, so they deal normal weapon damage + 2.  They 

may use any melee or ranged weapon weapon.  They have 30 health.  They are immune to cold, charms, 

dominates, disease, poison, stunning, any spell or ability that targets the soul, and have natural 

toughness 3 versus edged weapons.  Blunt damage does full damage to skeletons. 

 

 

 

Level 5 
Resurrection 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I resurrect this spirit” 

Tagline: “Resurrection – 1 health” 

Description: The dead target is immediately restored to life and is conscious with 1 health.  This spell 

has no effect if cast on a living target, nor does it have any effect if cast on an undead. 

 

Divine Protection 

Verbal: “I call upon the powers of the divine to protect you from harm”  

Tagline: “Divine Protection” 

Description: This spell protects against most instant death and incapacitating abilities and spells level 5 

and below, including stun, doom, sap, and critical strikes.  This does NOT protect against a deadly 

strike, sneak attack, or disintegrate. 
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Heal 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I heal your wounds” 

Tagline: “Heal all” 

Description: The targeted mortal creature is healed to their maximum health, and removes all diseases, 

poisons, and curses from the subject.  In Heal is cast on an immortal creature, they are cured of all 

diseases, poisons, and curses, and are healed 75 health. 

 

Greater Restore 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I restore you of all of your ailments” 

Tagline: “Greater Restore” 

Description: Target is cured of the following status effects: disease, curse, weakness, poison, silence, 

sleep, stun, paralyze, charm, dominate, and fear. 

 

Harm 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I inflict grievous harm” 

Tagline: “Harm” 

Description: Target is lowered to 1 health.  If cast on an immortal creature, they take 75 points of 

damage. 

 

De-animate 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I cause these undead abominations to be destroyed” 

Tagline: “De-animate” followed by 3 packets of “Destroy Undead” 

Description: The caster is able to use three “Destroy Undead” packets.  All packets must be thrown 

within 3 seconds of each other. 

 

Paralyze 

Verbal: “I paralyze you – be still” 

Tagline: “Paralyze” 

Description: Target is paralyzed and unable to act for 5 minutes, or until combat ends.  Every muscle is 

locked rigidly in place.  The target is still aware of his surroundings, but unable to act. 

 

Create Ghoul 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I create a ghoulish servant to guard me” 

Tagline: “Create Ghoul” 

Description:  You convert the targeted corpse into a ghoul under your absolute control.  The creature 

retains all passive and at-will fighter and rogue abilities possessed in life, but loses any caster abilities 

such as spells and elemental blast.  This typically means they keep only their weapon focus, backstabs, 

sap, and alchemy/poison usage.  They gain +4 strength, so they call their regular weapon damage +4, 

unless they previously had strength, in which case you adjust the damage accordingly.  They may use 

any melee or ranged weapon.  They have either 50 health or their regular health, whichever is greater.  

If they had any toughness (either natural or armor), they retain that as well.  They are immune to cold, 

charms, dominates, disease, poison, stunning, any spell or ability that targets the soul(such as doom). 

 

 

Level 6 
True Resurrection 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I resurrect this spirit and make its body whole” 
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Tagline: “True Resurrection – Full health” 

Description: The dead target is immediately restored to life and full health.  This spell has no effect if 

cast on a living target, nor does it have any effect if cast on an undead. 

 

Death 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I inflict upon you a painful death” 

Tagline: “Inflict Death” 

Description:  Target is struck dead. 

 

Create Wraith 

Verbal: “With the power of necromancy, I create an undead wraith to guard me” 

Tagline: “Create Wraith” 

Description:  You convert the targeted corpse into a wraith under your absolute control.  They retain all 

of their abilities from life.  They are incorporeal, and as such become immune to any non-magical form 

of attack, except silver.  Any weapon they wield is considered magical.  They are proficient with all 

melee and ranged weapons.  They have 75 health.  They gain no additional strength, and lose any they 

had in life.  They gain natural toughness 8 versus silver weapons only.  Any armor worn confers no 

bonuses or toughness.  So if someone hits you with “10 normal”, you take 0 damage.  If someone hits 

you with “10 silver”, you take 2 points of damage.  If someone hits you with “10 magic”, you take the 

full 10 points of damage.  They are immune to cold, charms, dominates, disease, poison, stunning, any 

spell or ability that targets the soul. 

 

Divine Intervention 

Verbal: “With the power of life, I give you a second chance of life” 

Tagline: “Divine Intervention” 

Description: The next time the target is reduced to dead status, he immediately is restored back to 1 

health.  All spell shields are removed from the target. 

 

 

Druid Spells 
Upon entering the druid class, the following arcane spells are available for you to purchase as divine 

spells: Orb of Fire, Orb of Ice, Trap, Bind, Lightning Bolt Bull's Strength, Fireball, and Web.  In 

addition, the following new spells are added: Entangle, Speak with Animals, and Barkskin. 

 

Level 1 
Entangle 

Verbal: “I call upon the power of the land to entangle you” 

Tagline: “Entangle” 

Description:  The struck target is entangled.  An entangled creature may not move his arms or legs, and 

thusly can not swing a sword or cast spells, but may still scream for help.  Any creature with +2 

strength or more can instantly break an entangle by saying “break”.  Even if the damage does not 

penetrate your toughness, you are still entangled. 

 

Level 2 
Speak with Animals 

Verbal: “I call upon the power of the land to speak with animals” 
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Tagline: “Speak with Animals” 

Description:  You may speak with all natural animals for the next 5 minutes. 

 

Level 5 
Barkskin 

Verbal: “I call upon the power of the land to grant me the resilience of the ancient oaks”  

Tagline: “Barkskin” 

Description:  The CASTER gains natural toughness of 3.  This stacks with any armor the caster may be 

wearing.  Since this is natural toughness, it makes the creature immune to sap, but not an empowered 

sap. 

 

 

Reference Charts 
 

Spell shields 

All spell shields in the game are listed below.  Note that you may only wear 3 spell shields at a time.  In 

addition, you may not wear more than 1 spell shield of the same time.  For example, Stoneskin and 

Barkskin are both “Armor” spell shields, and thus may not be worn at the same time. 

 

 Shield Types: A = Armor, E = Elemental, M = Metabolic, N = Negative Energy, S = Spells 

Spell Shield Level Target Type Protects Against 

   

 

 Arcane 

  

 

 Lesser Shield 1 Anyone S Next level 1 or 2 spell 

Elemental Shield 2 Anyone E Next elemental attack of 30 damage or less 

Armor 3 Anyone A Grant Toughness 1 

Elemental Shield, 

Greater 4 Anyone 

E 

Next elemental attack of 100 damage or less 

Lesser Immunity 5 Caster S Immune to level 1 and 2 spells 

Stoneskin 5 Caster A Grant Toughness 3 

   

 

 Divine 

  

 

 Negative Energy 

Shield 2 Anyone 

N 

Next level 1-4 negative energy spell 

Toxin Shield 3 Anyone M Protects against the next poison spell or ability 

Bone Armor 3 Anyone A Grant Toughness 1 

Negative Energy 

Shield 4 Anyone 

N 

Protects against the next negative energy spell of any level 

Divine Protection 5 Anyone 

D Protects against next instant death or incapicatating ability, 

including: all types of critical strikes and saps, stun, doom, 

sleep, paralyze, and death 

Barkskin 5 Caster A Grant Toughness 3 

Divine Intervention 6 Anyone 

D Immediately after reaching dead status, you are immediate-

ly restored back to 1 health. 
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Melee and Ranged Abilities 

Ability Negated by * 

  

Fighter Abilities 

 

Critical Strike 

Critical Parry, Deadly Parry, Critical Shield Block, Deadly Shield Block, Dodge, 

Evasion, Uncanny Dodge 

Critical Strike Unparryable Critical Shield Block, Deadly Shield Block, Dodge, Evasion, Uncanny Dodge 

Critical Strike Massive Critical Shield Block, Deadly Shield Block, Evasion 

Deadly Strike Deadly Parry, Deadly Shield Block, Dodge, Evasion, Uncanny Dodge 

Deadly Strike Unparryable Deadly Shield Block, Dodge, Evasion, Uncanny Dodge 

Deadly Strike Massive Deadly Shield Block, Evasion 

  

Rogue Abilities 

 Sneak Attack Uncanny Dodge 

Surprise Sneak Attack Uncanny Dodge 

Death Attack None 

 

*Please note that using a dodge, evasion, or uncanny dodge will only negate one swing of an attack, 

and the target may be hit by subsequent swings of the same ability. 

 

 

Status Effects 
 

Healthy: As long as you have at least 1 health remaining, you are considered healthy.  You suffer no ill 

consequences. 

 

Unconscious: If you are at exactly 0 health, you are unconscious.  10 minutes after falling unconscious, 

you wake up at 1 health.  You are unaware of your surroundings while unconscious. 

 

Critical: If you fall below 0 health, you are considered to be in critical status.  1 minute after you reach 

critical status, you reach the dead status and die. While critical, you can be healed via magical or 

alchemical means, or by someone with the First Aid skill who spends 1 uninterrupted minute tending 

your wounds. 

 

Dead: This is not the state you want to be in.  You are a lifeless corpse.  After you have been dead 5 

minutes, your body dissipates into nothingness and you lose a life.  You must drop all of your 

possessions onto the ground, including your weapons and any items or gold you are carrying.  You 

must then tie a white headband around your head to notify others that you are not in play, and proceed 

to logistics.  Logistics will take a life off of your character sheet and notify you where to resurrect.  

When you resurrect, you will have no possessions, but will be at full life.  If you are a caster, your spell 

list is unchanged; you still have your same spells as the moment you died.  Any cast spells are still 

considered cast, and any daily uncast spells can be cast immediately if desired. 

 

Diseased: A creature that is affected by a disease takes a -2 penalty to strength.  He does 2 less damage 

with all melee and ranged attacks.  A creature under the effect of a disease may NOT call massive 
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taglines unless still has the appropriate strength AFTER the disease (+3 for critical strike and +4 for 

deadly strike).  He may no longer run.  He is limited to half his normal speed.  A disease is 

automatically removed at the end of every event (not reset).   

 

Poisoned: A creature that has been poisoned takes one damage per minute for the next hour, or until the 

poison is removed from his system.  If at the end of an hour, the poison is still in his system, he dies.  

During this time, he suffers no ill effects besides the damage. 

 

Cursed/Weakened: A creature that is affected by curse takes a -5 penalty on strength, and may no 

longer run.  He does 5 less damage with all melee and ranged attacks.  He is limited to ¼ his normal 

speed (no running or jogging – one foot must be on the ground at all times).  A creature under the effect 

of curse may NOT call massive taglines unless still has the appropriate strength AFTER the curse (+3 

for critical strike and +4 for deadly strike). A curse is automatically removed at the end of every event. 

 

Charmed: If you are charmed to a creature, you are under the control of the creature for 5 minutes.  You 

obeys all orders, except obviously suicidal ones such as “kill yourself”, to the best of your ability.  

Think of it as this person is your new best friend or love interest.  If you would not do a certain action 

for that person, then you will probably not do it for whoever charmed you. For example, you will not 

attempt to swim through lava.  However, you would probably stand side by side to help your friend 

fight an ogre.  If a common language is not known, then only limited communication is possible.  In 

this case, only the following commands are valid: “Protect me”, “Protect him/her”(pointing to 

someone), “Kill”(in which case he will kill everyone except the caster and himself, “Kill him/her” 

(pointing to someone), and “Defend this area.”  After 5 minutes, the spell ends and you are no longer 

under the creatures control.  Your memory is still intact, however, and you remember everything you 

did while under the effects of charm. 

 

Paralyzed: A paralyzed creature is stuck in place, unable to move.  You are still aware of your 

surroundings and can see and hear, but unable to act.  

 

Stunned: A stunned creature is stuck in place, unable to move.  Your mind is overwhelmed and you do 

NOT perceive your surroundings. 

 

Dominated: Similar to charm, except that you are under direct control and follow all orders of the 

creature, even suicidal commands such as “kill yourself”. 

 

Trapped: Your feet are stuck to the ground for five minutes, or until combat ends.  You are unable to 

move your feet.  Your upper body is still free to act however you wish, including casting spells or 

swinging weapons.  A flying creature or any creature with +2 strength or more is immune to being 

trapped. 

 

Bound: Your arms and legs are restrained for 5 minutes, or until combat ends.  You are unable to move 

your arms and legs.  You can still talk, and possibly yell for help.  Creatures with +4 strength or more 

are immune to the bind spell. 

 

Webbed: Your arms and legs are restrained for 5 minutes, or until combat ends.  You are unable to 

move your arms and legs.  This is a stronger version of the Bind spell, except that you can not talk or 

speak.  You can still perceive your surroundings, but can not interact with it in any way.  Creatures with 

+6 strength or more are immune to the web spell. 
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Undead: If your character is turned into an undead, you no longer have total control of your character.  

You obey the orders of whoever created you.  Typical duration of undead creation spells are 5 minutes, 

except wraith, which is 15 minutes.  After the duration ends or you are destroyed, your body turns to 

dust and you must immediately resurrect.  For details on the abilities of undead, please see the spell 

descriptions for the divine spells Create Ghoul, Create Skeleton, and Create Wraith. 

 

 

 

Creature Abilities 

 

Disease: Creatures that cause disease (either via melee, spell, or ability), affect you as per the spell.  

Typically this is a damage tagline (such as “3 disease”).  If the damage does not penetrate your 

toughness, you do not take the disease.  If you have a form of disease resistance, such as a dwarf or 

werecreature, you do not have to resist the disease immediately if you are struck multiple times.  You 

may wait until after combat is over to resist, however, your ability must be heard by the creature that 

struck you. 

 

Poison: Creatures that cause poison (either via melee, spell, or ability), affect you as per the spell.  

Typically this is a damage tagline (such as “3 poison”).  If the damage does not penetrate your 

toughness, you do not take the poison.  If you have a form of poison resistance, such as a dwarf or 

werecreature, you do not have to resist the poison immediately if you are struck multiple times.  You 

may wait until after combat is over to resist, however, your ability must be heard by the creature that 

struck you. 

 

Entangle: A tagline called by some plant-like creatures.  An entangled creature may not move his arms 

or legs, and thusly can not swing a sword or cast spells, but may still scream for help.  Any creature 

with +2 strength or more can instantly break an entangle by saying “break”.  Even if the damage does 

not penetrate your toughness, you are still entangled. 

 

Paralyze: A tagline called by a few rare creatures, such as mummies.  Any creature stuck with the 

paralyze tagline is paralyzed in place, unable to move.  You are still aware of your surroundings and 

can see and hear, but unable to act.  If the damage does not penetrate your toughness, you are not 

paralyzed. 

 

 

Epic Levels 
Once your character reaches level 25, you have a choice to make.  The first option is to reincarnate 

your character.  When your character is reincarnated, you lose all abilities and your build total is 

lowered to 50.  You may then spend this build however you wish.  In exchange, you gain access to 

abilities and feats that other characters do not.  What these abilities are is unknown.  This is done on a 

case by case basis, depending on what your previous character excelled at.  These abilities and feats 

will be more powerful than those you could buy normally.  Afterwards, your character continues to 

level as normal again, spending his build however you wish. 

 

The second option is to continue to level past 25.  You can no longer buy abilities and feats, but instead 
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receive various powerful abilities every few levels.  Your health continues to improve as well.  The rate 

of increase depends on how the majority of your build was spent previously.  If you spent more build in 

the fighter or feral tree, your health increases by 1 with every 5 experience gained.  If you spent more 

build in rogue, mage, or the general tree, your health increases by 1 with every 10 experience gained. 

 

 

Items and Materials 
Below is a chart of what occurs when various effects hit you or your weapon/shield.  Weapons and 

shields have various hardness based on their construction.  Damage is not cumulative; if the damage is 

not high enough to destroy the object, it takes no damage and is blocked.  Normal melee damage does 

not hurt items, only elemental and acid damage, such as those from spells, elemental blasts, or acid 

vials.  When an item is hit with a damaging elemental or acid attack, compare the damage versus the 

material hardness.  If the damage meets or exceeds the item's hardness, the item is destroyed.  

Adamantine and magic items are immune to destruction of this type. 

  
 Packet hits body Packet hits shield or weapon 

Acid Character takes effect Item takes effect 

Blasts Character takes effect Item takes effect 

Poison(gas) Character takes effect Character takes effect 

Spells(non-elemental) Character takes effect Character takes effect 

Elemental Damage Character takes effect Item takes effect 

                                                                      

         Hardness 

Cheap materials (bone, wood, etc...)                            15 

Standard (iron, steel, cold iron)                                    25 

Semi-precious(Silver)                                                  40 

Precious (gold, gem)                                                    50 

Very Precious (mithral)                                                75 

Immune to destroying (adamantine)                           100 

For every +1 magical enhancement                            +50 

 

Weapon Materials 

Color Material 

Bone 

Dull White, or White with yellowish 

tint 

Wood Brown 

Stone Gray 

Iron/Steel Gray 

Silver Silver 

Gem Gem Color with patterned lines 

Gold Gold 

Mithral Bright White 

Adamantine Black 
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Note that various spells and effects may also rust materials.  If the spells says it rusts standard metals, 

these are iron/steel/cold iron.  If the spell says it rusts semi-precious metals, that includes silver as well.  

Some rare monsters and effects may rust or destroy precious metals.  These may or may not include 

gold, gems, and even mithral in rare circumstances. 

 

When you see a weapon, the color of the blade lets you know what type of material of which the 

weapon is constructed.  For example, if you see a spear with a silver tip, then the weapon is made of 

silver.  If your weapon is made of a material other than bone/wood/stone/iron/steel, then you can use 

that as a tagline instead of “normal”.  For example, if you have a gold longsword, instead of calling “3 

normal” you can call “3 gold”. 

 

 

Spell packet construction 
Spells, alchemy, poisons, and elemental blasting abilities are represented by throwing small packets at 

your target.  These packets are composed of a small amount of birdseed wrapped in a square piece of 

fabric, around 4”x4”, and sealed with a rubber band.  In order to construct a packet, you must cut out a 

piece of fabric around 4” x 4” (measurements do not need to be exact).  You then place around 2 

tablespoons of birdseed in the center of the fabric.  Grab all four corners of the fabric and bring them 

together, keeping the birdseed in the “pouch” created.  Pull the corners up tight and secure a rubber 

band around the fabric tightly compressing the birdseed. 

 

At this time, you also need to label your packets with either the tagline of the ability, or the name if the 

tagline is too long to fit.  For example, “8 acid” for acid splash, or “Berserk” for a berserk gas, or 

“wildfire” for wildfire (since “wildfire-100 flaming” may not fit well on a packet).  ALL spells, gases, 

and poisons must be labeled in this manner.  The only unlabeled packets that can be used are those used 

by NPCs or in conjunction with the elemental blast ability. 

 

Alchemy vials: Yellow to light/bright green 

Poisons: Dark Green (Forest green) 

Spell packets: A light colored material, such as white, baby blue, peach, etc... 

Elemental Blast packets: Any color material, but we recommend having the packets close to the color 

of your element.  For example, fire packets are orange or red, ice packets are blue, acid is brown. 

 

 

Currency 
10 iron pieces = 1 silver piece 

10 silver pieces = 1 gold piece 

10 gold pieces = 1 mithral piece 

 

Adamantine is very difficult to find, but the typical rate is somewhere around 10:1 for trading mithral 

for adamantine, with adamantine being the more precious. 

 

 

 

 


